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This dissertation explores the intellectual labor and political visionary work of Black women in popular music when performing through their alter egos. With Janelle Monáe, Nicki Minaj, and Beyoncé as three distinct case studies, I apply Black feminist theory to a creative process I call alter egoing. I theorize that by performing through their alter egos these artists act as critical interpreters of political culture. With the concept of alter egoing, I aim to identify and celebrate a Black feminist strategy that responds to mainstream discourses of hope and nostalgia circulating within contemporary electoral politics in the US.

Drawing on the work of Lauren Berlant (2011) and Sara Ahmed (2004), I understand affect as social feeling or bodily intensity. Thus, as I theorize how alter egoing engages in affective formation, I argue that these alter egos are indicative of shared, social feelings that are shaped by specific political events and socio-political environments (Ahmed 121). Additionally, I explore how the aesthetic evolution of these three artists builds on an Afrofuturist tradition specific to Black women that is propelled by contrasting ideological affects. Mindful of the historical emergence of alter egoing in the Obama era, I consider such experimental modes of representation as, in part, a response to American anti-Black populisms propelled by rhetorics of white nostalgia that emerged after 2002.

In my analysis of alter egoing, I illuminate the essential analytical work that Black feminist theory does for musical analysis by cross-examining music videos, visual albums, records and interviews in which alter egos are elicited (Monáe’s Metropolis Suites [2007, 2010, 2012] and
Dirty Computer [2018]; Minaj’s Pink Friday: Roman Reloaded [2012], The Pinkprint [2014], Queen [2018]; Beyonce’s I am… Sasha Fierce [2008], Lemonade [2016], Black Is King [2020]). Ultimately, I argue how the critical creative process of alter egoing not only responds to contemporary US political culture, but simultaneously imagines futures that are explicitly Black, female, and queer.
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Introduction

When Janelle Monáe, Nicki Minaj, and Beyoncé are asked about their different alter egos during interviews, they each describe a different kind of relationship. “Hello, I am Janelle Monáe and I’m Cindi Mayweather,” Monáe begins to explain, “I believe we all possess multiple identities. I am half human, part droid.”

“Roman is a crazy boy who lives in me and he says things that I don’t want to say,” describes Minaj. Beyoncé attempts to make her alter ego legible to the interviewer. “When you're nervous,” she proceeds, “and that other thing kind of takes over you. Then Sasha Fierce takes over.”

These quotes from three of the most prominent Black women in the U.S. American popular music industry illustrate the dynamic heuristic I explore in this dissertation, which I will refer to as: alter egoing. By describing how they relate to their artistic alter egos—as a part of themselves, or an involuntarily evoked alternate personality, or a persona that takes over in times of stress—each of these musicians also continued to craft an alter ego practice.

Alter egoing is a heuristic, a method for solving the problem of the shifting, evolving, and unstable personality or persona. When such alternate personalities or personas are analyzed through the lens of alter egoing, the refashioning of artistic imaginaries—by which I mean the

---

1 “Talking with Janelle Monáe on sci-fi, androids and Slack (full interview),” YouTube video, 8:30, posted by CNET Highlights, Jan 15, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WLHAa-1D2WU.
world-building connected to the alter ego through implied backstories and identifiable narrative—become legible as intellectual labor. The intellectual labor that the artists in this dissertation primarily provide are critiques of U.S. notions of girlhood, womanhood, and Blackness. As the alter egos of Monáe, Minaj, and Beyoncé transform and evolve, *alter egoing* intimately connects the fluidity of their alter egos with contemporary U.S. political culture, a culture that reinforces “Blackness, queerness, disability, and femininity as mutually-intensifying feedback loops of precariousness.”

This dissertation looks at contemporary U.S. popular culture, specifically icons of Black popular culture who engage in *alter egoing*. A partial definition of *alter egoing* is as a North American heuristic, a self-styling strategy that creates a kind of shortcut, a quickly recognizable narrative and backstory. It is an artistic strategy of counter-identification, that resituates the Black agent in a culture where the Black body has been historically used, in the words of scholar Stuart Hall, “as if it was, and it often was, the only cultural capital [Black Americans] had.” As a musicologist and cultural theorist, I theorize *alter egoing* as a kind of ongoing fashioning of the corporal body as a “canvas of representation,” supported by the verbal and vocal, which together generate an implied backstory and constructed, consistent identity-formation narrative.

Identity-formation narratives, such as alter egos, stage names, and personas, are intimately tied to 20th- and 21st-century Black American artistic practices, most notably with DJ Kool Herc’s (née Clive Campbell) initiation of the hip hop genre in 1973. Some Black artists are known

---

6 Ibid.
7 Michael Berry, *Listening to Rap: An Introduction* (Milton: Routledge, 2018), 64.
exclusively by their stage name, such as Shawn Carter’s Jay-Z and Belcalis Almánzar’s Cardi B. Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, spouse to Jay-Z and one of the most popular hip hop artists of the 21st century, uses alter *I am... Sasha Fierce*, (the specifics on how this alter ego operates will be discussed in the following chapter on Beyoncé). The Trinidadian-American rapper, Onika Maraj-Petty, is known professionally as Nicki Minaj; additionally, she has a roster of alter egos through which she performs (e.g. Barbie, Roman Zolanski). Alter egos do not reside solely in hip hop and rap, with David Bowie’s femme Iggy Stardust or Garth Brooks’ rock alter ego, Chris Gaines. The alter egos in hip hop are distinct, however, as they participate in an assemblage of Black American counter-practices of identification.

In the genres of rap and hip hop—which have traditionally been labelled as hyper-masculinized and sexually prescriptive—Black women have created strategies to combat restrictive and oppressive identity designations assigned to them due to their gender, race, and sexuality. In the face of the intersecting oppressive forces of racism and sexism, for example, some artists choose protective counter-practices of subversion, resistance, refusal, or insincerity, to name a few. Other artists take on practices of positive identification that, rather than acting explicitly against oppressive forces, step outside of oppressive logics, attempting to circumvent them entirely. These positive-facing strategies that focus on futurity and possibility, rather than W. E. B. Du Bois’s fractured consciousness or Frantz Fanon’s critique of recognition struggles as based in lack, for example, can be harder to identify, as they seem to elude the world of oppression in which racialized others maintain much of their context, even creating genres of their own.

---

8 Jay-Z began rapping under the stage name Jazzy, which was soon shortened to Jay-Z, then Jay Z, and is sometimes stylized as JAY-Z.
9 Roman Zolanski first appeared in the song “Roman’s Revenge” in Nicki Minaj’s debut studio album *Pink Friday* (2010); Harajuku Baby first appeared in the mixed tape *Barbie World* (2010).
altogether.\textsuperscript{10} These positive-facing strategies can take the form of alternate humanities, Afrofuturism, and Black posthuman identities.\textsuperscript{11}

Some have theorized alter egos as aligning with positive-facing, worldbuilding strategies. Such is the case with Monica Bradley’s work on alter egos in funk. She explores the historical conditions for women, queers, and people of color. The utility of alter egos, she concludes, is in the imaginative possibility to transform realities and transgress boundaries of race, gender, and sexuality.\textsuperscript{12} Furthermore, such imaginative realities offered through alter ego strategies “put into effect future social ‘realities,’” by proffering a more viable reality.\textsuperscript{13} In her study of George Clinton’s Starchild alter ego, she argues for theatricality as a practical means for transforming reality, as a power to “affirm black existence in a racist world.”\textsuperscript{14} Alter egoing goes a step further, affirming existence that is not only Black, but explicitly female and queer.

Alter going, a heuristic which I will continue to refine throughout the dissertation, is developed from artists’ use of the alter ego. Scholars in communication, popular culture and music studies have analyzed the use of alter egos in varying contexts: rap artists’ negotiation between capitalism and ghetto authenticity through hidden transcripts (Hess 2005); glam and funk artists’ evocation of fantasy through performed identities (Bradley 2017); individual artists’ self-propagating mythologies (Beller-McKenna 1999); collapsed identity theory (Krim 2000), and

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{11} Tiffany King, \textit{The Black Shoals: Offshore Formations of Black and Native Studies} (Durham :: Duke University Press, 2019).
\item \textsuperscript{13} Ibid., 388-389.
\item \textsuperscript{14} Ibid., 398.
\end{itemize}
My use of the noun “alter ego” could potentially be confused with other persona-based performance practices or psychoanalysis. In my use of the term “ego” I am not drawing from the psychoanalytic theoretical construct wherein the id, ego, and super-ego plot the activities of a person’s mental life. Neither does my use of alter ego refer to the performance of characters, which, in contrast to alter egos, are generally embodied by persons whose profession is dependent on fulfilling character roles as defined by scripts or librettos. There is no confusion between the actor and the character they happen to be performing; the role of the actor is understood as interpreter. The alter egos I analyze are neither avatars nor cosplay performances, despite Nicki Minaj’s cosplay-adjacent aesthetic, as alter egos are not mediated through videogame culture or cosplay fandom. Instead, my use of “alter ego” refers to the practice of performers, specifically musical artists, who create blurry, not quite separate-from-the-artist, alternative personas. My insistence on using the term “alter ego” as opposed to “persona” or “stage name” and my consequent creation of the verb “alter egoing” signals the ongoing, dynamic nature of the artistic strategy in relation to the artist’s regular construction of the alter ego within a context, similar to the dynamic nature of Judith Butler’s performativity.

*Alter egoing* is first and foremost an artistic practice, a performance, and as such cannot be reducible to its social and political effects. Although this dissertation will intentionally connect this artistic practice to specific political concerns of the 21st century, *alter egoing* is a creative process with a creative logic and an artistic history that fundamentally shaped its creation; therefore, it does not always align precisely with non-artistic social or political logics. Additionally, *alter egoing* is not exclusive to Black genres of American popular music. Its

---


relationship to Black genres, however, is particularly complex due to the fraught relationship many Black Americans historically have with identity construction, specifically the emancipatory group struggles toward Black self-determination in a country that enslaved African-descended people, systematically erasing non-white familial ties and Afrodiasporic histories (e.g. disrupting Black families through systematic rape and the selling of family members). This fraught historical relationship and its traces in the alter egoing of marginalized subjectivities provide an avenue for subversion, a praxis for circumventing race-based denial of full personhood. Subsequently, alter egoing remains crucial to hip hop, rap, R&B, funk and soul as a counter-practice of identification for Black women in the music industry.

Alter egoing offers possible alternate Black futurities through a positive, creative, mediated and, not least, capitalist act of artistic identity performance. As noted by bell hooks, Black women can engage in mainstream culture—a culture that operates off of capitalist logics—and “create alternative pleasures,” despite the original intent of that culture. One example of this creative ability can be seen in stage personas, which Mickey Hess argues, serve to obscure identities in genres commercially dependent on authenticity. In Hess’s estimation, “It is precisely through their construction of multiple artist identities that they position themselves to critique such contradictions, and the playful nature of their critique allows them also to benefit as artist-entrepreneurs from the contradictory economy of hip hop as business.” In my analysis of the alter egos of three successful, mainstream hip hop artists, I explore the emancipatory potential of alter egoing despite the regulatory nature of the neoliberal marketplace in which they circulate.

19 Ibid., 309.
My mode of analysis aligns with Black feminist theorist Jennifer C. Nash and her scholarship on post-intersectional Black feminism. I am most inspired by Nash’s counter-readings of racialized visual media (2014, 2018), wherein she refocuses the discourse away from descriptions of Black female bodies and their confinement and instead theorizes modes of intellectual production from these racialized bodies. Indeed, Nash’s words, which I quote in full below, have helped to organize my own desire to intimately connect alter egoing with Black feminism. Nash contends that she

“Advance[s] a conception of black feminism that is expansive, welcoming anyone with an investment in black women’s humanity, intellectual labor, and political visionary work, anyone with an investment in theorizing black genders and sexualities in complex and nuanced ways. [...] Shifting the content of black feminism from a description of bodies to modes of intellectual production might generate precisely the anxious defensiveness this book describes and aspire to unsettle.”

Nash is known for her nuanced take on racialized genre and media, and she argues that the defensive mode of analysis prevalent in Black feminist theory emerges from intersectionality’s preoccupation with the interlocking natures of structures of domination. In contrast to this preoccupation, Nash argues in Black Bodies in Ecstasy (2014) for “analytical breathing room” that allows for a Black feminist archive that, instead of focusing solely on wounds and recovery, “imagines Black female ecstasy in all its complexity, paradoxes, and—at least at times—uncomfortable contradiction.”

---

21 Ibid., 13.
1.2 Critical Optimism, Ecstatic Disidentification, and Black Cyberfeminist Aesthetics

What makes the three artists in this dissertation different from other artists that use alter egos is their use of critical optimism, ecstatic disidentification, and Black cyberfeminist aesthetics. My approach and methodology are developed from the interdisciplinary influences of Black feminist theory, affect theory, and queer theory. The theories that alter egoing builds on include Michael Snediker’s queer optimism, José E. Muñoz’s disidentification, Jennifer Nash’s ecstasy, and Meina Yates-Richard’s black cyberfeminist sonic aesthetics. From my engagement with the work of Snediker, Muñoz, Nash, and Yates-Richards, I developed these three terms that help unpack the important and varied work alter egoing enables.

1.3 Chapter Summaries and Literature Review

In Chapter 2, “Janelle Monáe: Critical Optimism, Audacious Hope, White Nostalgia” Janelle Monáe’s alter egoing performs critical optimism. Because critical optimism, which will be defined in due course, concerns politicized affects, a cursory discussion on affect and political culture is in order. As per the dissertation title, how does affect circulate in political culture? Nathan Manning and Mary Holmes give prescient examples of the invocation of affect or emotion in political culture, such as:

“[..] the outpouring of public indignation surrounding the Westminster expenses scandal; the ‘joy’ and excitement in Egypt as Mubarak was overthrown (Ali, 2011); anger at Tony Blair from families of British military personnel killed during the Iraq war (Lewis and Dodd, 2010); the shame evoked by President Bush’s response to Hurricane Katrina
(Cornwell, 2010); the catharsis as Australia’s Prime Minister formally apologised to Australia’s Indigenous peoples.”

Indignation, joy, excitement, anger, shame. These are just some of the emotions, or affects invoked by relatively recent political events.

Instead of emotion, I will intentionally align my analysis to the language of affect because of its theoretical lineage. Affect and its definition vary according to the theorists mobilizing the term. Throughout this dissertation, such concepts as political affect and economies, are informed by Sara Ahmed, Lauren Berlant, José E. Muñoz, and Ann Cvetkovich’s question: “how do emotions work to align some subjects with some others and against others? How do emotions move between bodies?” In politicizing the term affect, most obviously in the use of the terms political affect or affective politics, I use these terms by way of Jennifer C. Nash’s definition of, “how bodies are organized around intensities, longings, desires, temporalities, repulsions, curiosities, fatigues, optimism, and how these affects produce political movements (or sometimes inertias). Barack Obama developed an affective strategy based on his personal brand of hope, first presented in his book The Audacity of Hope (2006) (which is an adaptation from Jeremiah Wright’s 1988 sermon “Audacity to Hope”). He developed his signature optimistic, hopeful politics while he was a senator and he continued to promote his “audacious hopefulness” into his 2008 presidential campaign. Donald Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign also utilized an

---

25 Sara Ahmed, The Cultural Politics of Emotion (New York: Routledge, 2004), 118. For more on affect and the socio-political, see Sara Ahmed, “Affective Economies.” Social text 22, no. 2 (2004): 121. She gives the definition that affect is a “social feelings that are shaped by specific political events and socio-political environments.”
affective political strategy, as he rallied his supporters around culturally white (male) nostalgia with the cry, “Make America Great Again.” I understand the evolution of Janelle Monáe’s alter egoing as a reaction to these affective political strategies mobilized in electoral politics, the transformation of her alter egos indicative of shared, social feelings that evolve according to contemporary political events.

Even while the alter egoing of Janelle Monáe invokes dystopian Afrofuturist themes, which could lead one to assume an Afropessimistic critique, I instead understand her alter ego strategy as shifting from Afropessimism to a critical optimism. Critical optimism is an affective strategy that stands in contrast to the US political affective context of nostalgia for the past and pessimistic mourning for the future. The performative political practice of critical optimism that I theorize through Monáe’s alter egoing is influenced by Céline Leboeuf’s interrogation of Obama’s audacious hope and Lauren Berlant’s analysis of political affect and genre (2011). Leboeuf, borrowing from Richard Rorty’s social hope, refurbishes Obama’s audacious hope in the “era of Trump” and argues that “social hope is founded on the affinities that social groups may share and that these affinities can lead to broader coalitions and, as a result, to large-scale political progress.” Rather than blind hope, Leboeuf mobilizes audacious hope as a means of circumventing dissatisfaction with the politics in Washington and instead pushes citizens towards political participation with a critical hope in the possibility of progress.

---

28 Throughout this dissertation I use the phrase “white (male) nostalgia,” to indicate the historic whiteness of the sentiment “Make America Great Again,” and its implicit maleness, as a nostalgic longing for pre-Obama America.
32 Leboeuf, 265.
In Berlant’s work on affect and genre, she theorizes the emerging genres of the 1990s, such as the cinema of precarity, and argues that they “register a shift in how the older state-liberal-capitalist fantasies shape adjustments to the structural pressures of crisis and loss that are wearing out the power of the good life’s traditional fantasy bribe without wearing out the need for a good life.” The logic of Berlant’s temporal scope in Cruel Optimism is mobilized in my analysis of Janelle Monáe in relation to the mounting white nostalgia following the 2008 presidential election.

Critical optimism shares an even closer affinity with Michael Snediker’s queer optimism (2006). Like Snediker’s meta-optimism key to his formulation of optimism, critical optimism is a reflexive process wherein the marginalized subject is aware of the material realities which negate their personhood. Critical optimism modifies Snediker’s queer optimism with a bell hooksian’ oppositional stance. Similar to hooks’ political rebellion found in the looking back, or returned gaze of the racialized subject, these artists, through alter egoing, are able to craft a unique narrative wherein they defy the futures and outcomes that have been designated to them as racialized women in a racist, heteropatriarchal society.

In Chapter 3, “Nicki Minaj: American Girlhood, Ecstatic Disidentification, and Queer Catharsis,” I understand Minaj’s alter eging as generating an amalgamation of Muñoz’s and Nash’s survival strategies that operate within and outside of oppressive structures. Muñoz defines disidentification as a “survival strat[eg]y the minoritarian subject practices in order to negotiate a phobic majoritarian public sphere.” Disidentification is a “mode of dealing with dominant ideology, one that neither opts to assimilate within such a structure or strictly oppose it; rather,

33 Berlant, 7.
34 Michael D. Snediker, Queer Optimism: Lyric Personhood and Other Felicitous Persuasions (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2009).
36 José E. Muñoz, Disidentifications: Queers of Color and the Performance of Politics (U of Minnesota P, 1999), 4.
disidentification is a strategy that works on and against dominant ideology [...] a strategy that tries to transform a cultural logic from within.”

Attaching Nash’s ecstasy to disidentification gives Munoz’s theory an affective, but no less critical, modification. Nash defines ecstasy as “the possibilities of female pleasures within a phallic economy and to the possibilities of Black female pleasures within a white-dominated representational economy. Ecstatic disidentification articulates the unique emancipatory potential of Minaj’s alter egoing through what at first appears to be mere adherence to mainstream logics and oppressive stereotypes. By using “the majoritarian culture as raw material,” Minaj creates space for agency in a world that does not allow expressive freedom to Black women. Ecstatic disidentification renders porous the boundary between subjection and objectification, emancipation and oppression, thus making space for Black expression within the constraints of a racist, heterosexist, mass-mediated marketplace.

This critical framework reveals the rich, uncomfortable contradictions of Minaj’s alter egoing and maps the pleasurable possibilities that come from a Black woman working “on and against” oppressive logics. Alter egoing, when using ecstatic disidentification, becomes a form of intellectual labor, a project that takes on objects and actions traditionally viewed as regressive and infuses them with new emancipatory meaning.

The final term, and the one that I use extensively in Chapter 4, “Beyoncé: Sasha Fierce, Formation Beyoncé, Pan-African Mother,” is Black cyberfeminist aesthetics. Black cyberfeminist aesthetics is not a novel concept, but it adds non-sonic elements to Yates-Richard’s black cyberfeminist sonic aesthetics. My purpose for using Black cyberfeminist aesthetics is not to construct a new critical framework, but rather to situate alter egoing within and in contrast to

---

37 Ibid., 11-12.
Afrofuturism and technofeminism. Monáe, Beyoncé, and Minaj use Black cyberfeminist aesthetics most frequently through cyborg iconography and sonic evocation of the technological, which work to subvert the normative, white regulatory gaze imposed on Black women in popular culture.

Black cyberfeminist aesthetics is indebted to the work of Afrofuturist literature and art, although I will argue it extends beyond Afrofuturism’s implicit boundaries. Afrofuturism can in some ways be applied to the sonic and visual features used in conjunction with these artists’ alter egoing. In using Black cyberfeminist aesthetics to understand specific features of alter egoing, I signal both a connection to and a break from Afrofuturism. Much of Afrofuturism disregards gender and inadvertently renders the genre implicitly male as the literary canon is dominated by male writers.⁴⁸ Thus by invoking Black cyberfeminist aesthetics, rather than Afrofuturism, I make gender, specifically Black womanhood, an essential matrix of my alter egoing heuristic. Black cyberfeminist aesthetic draws from literary and musical traditions of the technological, which are traditionally marked as masculine, and in turn presents a deviant femininity through alter egoing.

There are a few definitions and uses of the term Afrofuturism. Adriano Elia, in his article on W.E.B. Du Bois and proto-Afrofuturism, gives a tight definition of Afrofuturism as a “movement, a transnational and interdisciplinary, theoretical and literary-cultural enterprise that has endeavored to rethink the history of Black civilisation in order to imagine a different, better, future.”⁴⁹ Music critic, writer, and originator of the term “Afrofuturism,” Mark Dery (1994) applies the description of Afrofuturism to other music genres, defining it as, “the self-conscious appropriation of technological themes in Black popular culture, particularly that of rap and other

---

This version of Afrofuturism is usually associated with literature, but it has also had a place in the music industry, historically in funk with Sun-Ra and his avant garde big band as the quintessential example.41

The artists I analyze sit at the intersection of the above definitions of Afrofuturism and Donna Haraway’s technofeminist ideology. Technofeminism is a feminist posthumanist theory, initially posited by Haraway in “A Cyborg Manifesto,” wherein she suggests that “feminists should move beyond naturalism and essentialism,” and further concludes that, “it is better strategically to confuse identities.”42 By immobilizing ethnic histories and racial lineages, technofeminism ignores the inescapable identity designations of minoritarian women and the emancipatory potential of racially specific sisterhoods and mythologies.

*Black cyberfeminist aesthetics* points to the absence of race in theories of technofeminism and the limited inclusion of gender in Afrofuturist critique. Rather than amending Afrofuturism or technofeminism to include the matrices of gender and race (respectively), *Black cyberfeminist aesthetics* allows a more complete description of the performative practices of the artists with which this dissertation is concerned. *Black cyberfeminist aesthetics* allows me to articulate the unique work performed through alter egos when Black women in the industry utilize such performative tactics. Like Richard-Yates’ theory, *Black cyberfeminist aesthetics* critiques the desire in theoretical framing to “shed the raced, gendered body by centering the black female flesh-as-android.”43 With this background in mind, Monáe’s, Minaj’s, and Beyoncé’s overall
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engagement with technology and the cyborg extends beyond the disciplinary boundaries of Afrofuturism and technofeminism through *Black cyberfeminist aesthetics*.

### 1.4 Conclusion: Emerging Genres Making Alter Egos Possible

The genre in which *alter egoing* appears most frequently is the visual album. There may be a couple different reasons why *alter egoing* coincides with this newly emergent genre. Scholars Ciara Barret’s and Paula Harper’s analyses have helped me think through this relatively recent genre trend in the works of Monáe, Minaj, and Beyoncé, and in other Black women’s albums more generally.

Barret, in her article on hip hop visual albums, explores why Black female artists have recently been producing works in the genre of the visual album. She argues that the emerging long-form video format allows a radical expression of female authorship in a genre (hip hop) that traditionally bears repressive politics of gender and race, particularly through the short music video format.  

At the end of the article, Barrett concludes all of her points, painting Beyoncé as “revolting” against the hip hop music video industry through this new genre format. She insists that the usage of the visual album “must be seen as a radically feminist act,”\(^\text{45}\) because it both remediates formal and narrative film conventions and asserts a female authorial voice.

Labelling a commercial work emancipatory and “radical” may seem incongruous in some feminist circles, specifically those that position capitalism as, by its very nature, exploitative of
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women. However, this critique elides hip hop feminism’s predication on the feminist possibilities of mass-marketed hip hop and eclipses the possibilities of liberation through commercial success, such as that achieved by Monáe, Minaj, and Beyoncé in their visual albums. Feminisms that do not automatically disqualify commercially successful artists and their works give room for contradiction, “because failure to do so relegates feminism to an academic project that is not politically sustainable beyond the ivory tower.”

Musicologist Paula Harper’s assessment of genre and its bearing on gender may support Barret’s point that the usage of the visual album is a (radical) feminist act. Harper analyzes the viral techniques used in the visual album “BEYONCÉ” and interrogates the impact of twenty-first century digital media and circulation on pop music, celebrity and fan practices, genre, and form. What caught my attention in her critique of genre was the dichotomy it articulated between the concept album and the visual album. By the prevailing definitions, “BEYONCÉ” should be labeled a concept album, as it is “a holistic musical object eschewing the forms of commodified singles in favor of presenting a united narrative, musical, and artistic vision.” When Beyoncé’s first visual album was released, it was described by the press as a “non-linear journey through the thoughts and visions of Beyoncé. The antithesis of making singles” (Parkwood Entertainment and Columbia Records). However much this fulfills the definition of a concept album, the official press release explicitly stated that “BEYONCÉ” was not a concept album, but rather a visual album.
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49 Ibid., 69.

50 Ibid.
What Harper’s analysis brings out is the mythology around the concept album genre, that it is marked by “authenticity” and “anti-commercialism,” which, she argues, marks it as a masculine genre. This masculinization of the concept album genre stands in direct contrast to the general conception of pop music—which Monáe’s, Minaj’s, and Beyoncé’s work falls into, with their record of crossover radio success—as inauthentic and commercialized. According to Stimeling, “the concept album became a musical and physical symbol of rock’s anti-commercial rhetoric and artistic aspirations.” And this is where I see the dichotomy between “concept” and “visual” doing identitarian work. In this dichotomy, “concept” and “visual” are set up as antonyms. The term concept album with its generic home in rock (“concept album”) and the quasi-philosophical association of the “concept” tag, marks this format as masculine. “Concept,” as a noun, also affirms the “thingness” of an album, suggesting a stable object-like tangibility. This is in contrast to the term “visual,” a word which is most often used as an adjective, with no “thingness” assumed. Even when used as a noun, the “visual” connotes a sensory domain, or a thing to be looked (and not reasoned with) which is historically, and some argue currently, a feminine-coded experience.

Scholars have discussed different aspects of the visual album from a feminist point of view. Without explicitly theorizing visual albums (versus music video), Shana Redmond argues that Monáe “wields her erotic power to counter and to provide an alternative to the dominant paradigm of Black female sexuality within the music video genre” (Redmond 403). For example, in her analysis of the music video “Cold War,” Redmond examines how Monáe’s visual disembodiment subverts music video culture stereotypes of gendered Black nudity.

Nathalie Aghoro points to the genre of the concept album itself as especially apt at negotiating notions of agency and gender. Aghoro analyzes this negotiation in the concept albums of Erykah Badu and Janelle Monáe (Aghoro 2018). She argues that the dynamic nature of the genre allows the artists to constitute their alter-egos as “ever-becoming Black female agents against all the odds” (Aghoro 331). In delivering “pluralistic, open-source blueprints,” she further argues that these concept albums allow audiences to “question their own boundaries playfully and to explore new possibilities for action and subject formation” (Aghoro 339). The optimism in Aghoro’s analysis (“ever-becoming Black female agents against all odds”) also resonates with the affective shift I explore in the visual albums of Monáe, Minaj, and Beyoncé.

Despite these strictures that most tightly grasp the Black female performing body, Ciara Barrett argues that experimental filmic modes of representation broaden artists’ creative control over their audio, images, narrative and signification (2016). It is important to note that experimental aesthetic choices may signify agency and be read as such by spectators. When analyzing the linkage between contemporary political culture, the presiding affective economy, and artistic output that negotiates these factors, then how such works are read by spectators takes on a kind of political importance.

*Alter egoing’s* home is in the visual album. The way the visual album has been taken up by women in hip hop to destabilize narrative conventions of film and muddle genre expectation invites the practice of *alter egoing*. The loose narrative that *alter egoing* requires and that the visual album formally exploits, allows for various affective formations that explicitly and implicitly align subjects with both specific political concerns, like police brutality and the regulation of female reproductive health, yet still broad political concerns, such as gender performance and sexual expression. As stated by voting rights activist Stacey Abrams after the Georgia senate election in
2020, electoral politics are the visible manifestation of ongoing non-electoral struggles. Through *alter egoing*, non-electoral struggles are given an aesthetic narrative form.
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52 *All In: The Fight for Democracy*, directed by Lisa Cortes and Liz Garbus (Amazon Studios, 2020), 1hr., 42 min. [https://www.amazon.com/All-Fight-Democracy-Stacey-Abrams/dp/B08FRV55VB/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=all+in+the+fight+for+democracy&qid=1647270771&sref=st.ev55vb/qid=1647270771&sprefix=all+in%3A+the+fight+for%2Caps%2C96&sr=8-1](https://www.amazon.com/All-Fight-Democracy-Stacey-Abrams/dp/B08FRV55VB/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=all+in+the+fight+for+democracy&qid=1647270771&sref=st.ev55vb/qid=1647270771&sprefix=all+in%3A+the+fight+for%2Caps%2C96&sr=8-1)
2.0 Janelle Monáe: Critical Optimism, Audacious Hope, White Nostalgia

2.1 Introduction

“Who is Cindi Mayweather?” the CNet interviewer asks Janelle Monáe.\(^53\) Monáe takes a dramatic pause, slowly turns to face the camera, as though attached to a dolly, mechanically pivoting towards the audience, and she says in monotone: “Hello, I am Janelle Monáe.” Her face softens, her natural timbre returns, “and also Cindi Mayweather. [...] I am half human, part droid.”\(^54\) This performative tactic in interviews is characteristic of Janelle Monáe’s public self-presentation across her almost two decades-long career. It has historically been difficult to separate the android alter ego from Janelle Monáe the person. The already porous boundary between Monáe and Cindi Mayweather is further muddled when she explains to interviewers that, “I only date androids.”\(^55\)

I’ve been intrigued by Janelle Monáe’s ambiguous relationship to the convoluted narrative of her android alter ego since her 2007 debut EP, but it was the 2018 refashioning of her alter ego in *Dirty Computer* that instigated my conception of *alter egoing*. When I watched the nearly fifty-minute visual album for the first time, I remember being struck by the distinct, almost jarring shift in Monáe’s persona from her previous albums, from the physically rigid yet frenetic Cindi to the sensuously punk Jane57821. As I familiarized myself with Jane57821 of *Dirty Computer* and
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\(^{53}\) “Talking with Janelle Monáe on sci-fi, androids and Slack (full interview),” YouTube video, 8:30, posted by CNET Highlights, Jan 15, 2020, [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WLHAA-1D2WU](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WLHAA-1D2WU).

\(^{54}\) Ibid.

compared her with the android Cindi Mayweather of the *Metropolis Suites* I knew so well (as a longtime fan), I detected a choreographed evolution in Monáe’s affective strategy.

Before I continue, it is important to note that I make a distinction between the alter egos used in Janelle Monáe’s *Metropolis Suites* and in *Dirty Computer*.56 The alter ego Cindi Mayweather, in my analysis, belongs to the *Metropolis Suites*, which include an EP released in 2007, and her two following albums released in 2010 and 2013. Although used somewhat interchangeably with Cindi Mayweather in these earlier albums, I locate the Jane57821 alter ego in the 2018 visual album *Dirty Computer* in order to delineate what I perceive as a shift in *alter egoing*.

I understand Monáe’s *alter egoing* as a reaction to the affective political strategies mobilized in electoral politics, the transformation of her alter egos indicative of shared, social feelings that evolve according to contemporary political events.57 Obama developed an affective strategy based on his personal brand of hope, first presented in his book *The Audacity of Hope* (2006) (which is an adaptation from Jeremiah Wright’s 1988 sermon “Audacity to Hope”).58 He developed his signature optimistic, hopeful politics while he was a senator and he continued to promote his “audacious hopefulness” into his 2008 presidential campaign.

In this chapter, I track the affective evolution of Monáe’s *alter egoing* from pessimism to optimism in the context of the anti-Black populisms of the post-Obama era (2016-), culminating in a close reading of her 2018 album, *Dirty Computer*. In doing so, I first explore Cindi


Mayweather’s relationship to race, gender, and sexuality. The sonic and visual aesthetics of the Metropolis Suites expose the racialized and queer features of the seemingly post-race heteronormative Cindi Mayweather. In identifying Cindi Mayweather’s troubled relationship with notions of normative identity (read: white heterosexuality), I will evaluate the relevance of posthumanism and Afrofuturism, which scholars have used to critique U.S. American notions of race, gender, and sexuality. The chapter concludes by noting the pros and cons of strategies that rely on either universality or specificity. I will offer critical optimism as an alternative, a strategy that Monáe begins to construct through her alter egiong in Dirty Computer.

From the lyrics of Monáe’s songs (e.g. “Mr. President”) to the visuals of her visual albums (e.g. “Pynk’s” intertextual critique of Trump’s infamous “grab them by the pussy” comment) a calculated shift in affect emerged contemporaneously with the election of the first Black president of the United States and the cultural backlash to his election. The significance of this chronology is the contemporaneous emergence of rhetorics of white (male) nostalgia, propelled by anti-Black populisms. As I investigate the evolution of Monáe’s alter egiong, I argue that her most recent affective strategy, critical optimism, is a strategic update from her prior Afropessimist orientation.

2.2 Cindi Mayweather as All-inclusive Heroin or Racialized Subject

“Who is Cindi Mayweather?” As I mentioned, this is one of the most frequently asked questions of Janelle Monáe and her music, to which she almost as frequently responds that Cindi represents, “all who are marginalized.”59 Mobilizing the supposed universality of an alien android,
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Monáe crafted an alter ego to meet the need for non-normative representation in American popular music. In this same spirit, Monáe explains that her use of the nickname “Q.U.E.E.N.,” (for herself and her “electric lady” cohort of her 2013 album), is an acronym for “the queer community, untouchables, emigrants, excommunicated and those labeled negroid.” Monáe’s use of the android emphasizes her project to be an all-inclusive heroine representing “all who are marginalized,” an attempt to be relevant to whoever considered themselves not represented by contemporary popular music artists.

Cindi Mayweather, by default, featured a lack of specificity that, in some ways, blunted the subversive nature of the alter egoing. Media scholar Dan Hassler-Forest addresses what he sees as neoliberal maneuvering. Although ultimately evaluating her work as helping consumers and fans think beyond the confines of capitalist realism, Hassler-Forest ascribes much of Monáe’s success to her compatibility with the cultural logic of neoliberal capitalism. I argue further that this approach can be understood as a neoliberal maneuver shaped by Obamian hopefulness, a post-race optimism.

Cindi Mayweather’s all-inclusive marginality via the metaphor of the android belies a commentary on Blackness. In the song “Violet Stars, Happy Hunting!!!” Cindi Mayweather sings:

I’m a slave girl without a race
On the run cause they’re here to erase
And chase out my kind.

Despite this nominal denial of race, Janelle Monáe circumvents the postracial rhetoric with an analogy: an android illegally in love with a human. Because of her illegal intimacies, Cindi Mayweather is sentenced for disassembly. She’s forcibly sent back to our time and becomes a messiah figure known as the ArchAndroid.

60 Ibid.
61 Ibid.
A prime example of the subtextual racialization of Cindi Mayweather can be found in *The Metropolis* hit single “Many Moons.” The entire music video revolves around an event that is a cross between a concert, a fashion show, and an auction. The event is introduced by the auctioneer as “The Annual Android Auction.” As she begins to describe the androids for sale, she is accompanied by a lyrical orchestral string melody set against a guitar plucking a descending bass tetrachord. The instrumentation and melody do not particularly signify Blackness, however, an assortment of horns enter on the fifth repetition of the descending tetrachord with an ascending fifth and an electric organ becomes a part of the instrumentation soon thereafter; these shifts in instrumentation gesture towards 1960’s big band, with a twist of Black church and funk.

Clones of Cindi Mayweather await their turn to walk the auction runway in their various costumes and wigs. The original Cindi Mayweather, “The Alpha Platinum 9000,” steps onto the center stage that is flanked by the runway. The bidding begins. She and her bandmates begin their performance for the auction patrons as she watches her likeness being bought and sold. What could conjure a neo-slave narrative more than rows of Cindi Mayweather androids lining up to walk the auction block?62

In “Many Moons,” Cindi literally performs race. Before mounting the music stage overlooking the humanoid products for sale, Cindi, her android body a synthetic pearly white, pushes a button located at her temple and suddenly her white visage switches to a natural melanated hue (see Figure 1 and 2). In a literal sense, race is a technology Cindi uses to fulfill her prescribed role as racialized musical entertainer. Furthermore, she uses Black musical topoi, Black stereotypes, and queer Black language. Funk grooves and rap breaks tie Cindi Mayweather to the urban Black American music. When she sings “we eat wangs and throw them bones on the
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ground,” she takes pride in a Southern Black heritage. Despite the claim that Cindi Mayweather is ambiguously marginalized, her marginality is further specified by the lyrics “serving face,” (in the song “Q.U.E.E.N.”) which connects her to queer Blackness (a preview to Monáe’s coming out as a queer Black woman a decade later).

Figure 1: Cindi Mayweather before switching on her Black skin for the Annual Android Auction in “Many Moons.”

Figure 2: Cindi Mayweather after switching on her Black skin just prior to performing at the Annual Android Auction in “Many Moons.”

Monáe’s elision of race, with a protagonist that both explicitly refuses to comment on race and at the same time be so transparently consumed by it, spoke to the political moment in which some Black people found themselves during an era of supposed color blindness. Ellis Cashmore, in his work on celebrity and Beyoncé, maintains that, “After September 11 2001, Americans became more preoccupied with emphasizing their similarities rather than differences.”

The
lyrics and musical topoi in the Metropolis Suites, and in “Many Moons” in particular, subvert Cindi Mayweather’s claim of all-inclusive, post-racial identity. Thus, Cindi Mayweather attempts to circulate in an Obama world of supposed post-raciality, and yet her subtextual connection to Blackness belies her gestures towards universality.

From *Metropolis* to *Dirty Computer*, Monáe uses what Faedra Chatard Carpenter calls *whiteface*. Carpenter theorizes six types of whiteface: *tinted whiteface, optic whiteface, nonconforming whiteface, naturalized whiteface, linguistic whiteface,* and *presumed aural whiteface.*

63 Before Cindi Mayweather turns on her Blackness in “Many Moons,” she could be said to be performing *optic whiteface*. Carpenter defines *optic whiteface* as the absence of color—a performed whiteness that is visually opaque, paintlike, and bright white. “Many Moons” demonstrates *optic whiteface*, as does Beyoncé’s 2013 song “Mine” in which she cradles the head of a person whose entire body is painted synthetic white. (see Figure 3)

By contrast, *tinted whiteface* is featured in Monáe’s “Q.U.E.E.N.” from *The Electric Lady* (2013), another song from the Metropolis Trilogy. Carpenter defines *tinted whiteface* as an intentionally unnatural racial performance that “underscores the constructed nature of imagined whiteness, thereby suggesting the possibility of racial mixture and/or the impossibility of racial purity.”

64 The music video for this song first starts with a monologue delivered by a sonically white speaker (later confirmed by their appearance on a monitor) accompanied by classical western art music diegetically playing in the background. We are introduced to a museum, the “Living Museum where legendary rebels throughout history are frozen in suspended animation,” an obvious reference to Cindi’s ArchAndroid ability to time travel. The camera cuts to the suspended
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64 Ibid., 2.
rebels, the first frames resting on the bodies of two figures covered in white, chalky powder. (see Figure 4)

Figure 3: Beyoncé in the music video “Mine” from Beyoncé (2013) cradling the head of a one whose entire body is painted synthetic white, enacting optic whiteface, a racial performance that is only further emphasized by the whiteface mask in Beyoncé’s left hand.

Figure 4: Two rebels frozen in suspended animation, enacting tinted whiteface in the music video “Q.U.E.E.N.” from The Electric Lady (2013).

As Cindi gets ready to take to the stage in “Many Moons,” she turns off her optic whiteface and powers on her Blackness. She then frantically dances between styles that allude to James Brown, Michael Jackson, and Prince. Just as she literally turns on her Blackness to become who the audience expects her to be, she desperately negotiates between performance signifiers of Blackness as though she must be all Black stereotypes to all people.
Musicologist Nina Sun Eidsheim theorizes what it means for a voice to “be Black” in America. According to Eidsheim’s formulation, the voice is collective, the voice is cultural, and the voice’s source comes from the listener. In other words, the voice is defined solely outside of itself.65 The audio-vocal dialectic, wherein the voice is constructed only in terms of how it is understood by the listener, is what Eidsheim calls the *thick event*. “Many Moons” sonically evokes Blackness through this dialectic, but also with the instrumentation that plays in the background while the auctioneer introduces the android product.66 Once Cindi Mayweather does start to sing, the homorhythmic vocal harmonies that join her stylistically gesture towards gospel choir, but this is an inference primarily made by the audience who looks upon the choir of droids, rows of Cindi Mayweather look-alikes, accompanied by a keyboard set to electric organ, adding to the thick event that is sonic Black church. The cultural constructedness of sonic and visual Blackness is further emphasized by rows of identical Cindi androids flanked in organized formation behind the auction stage, waiting to be sold. They sing in a chordal texture “Your freedom’s in a bind.” They project their sentiment outward, but it is an obvious indictment of their own servitude to the bourgeois non-droid flesh bodies that have purchasing power over their android selves.

The troubled nature and clear dissonance of the emotion picture whole—the music, vocality, and lyrics—work to complicate Cindi Mayweather’s message and blur the distinction between the alter ego and the artist, Janelle Monáe. Through Cindi Mayweather, Monáe circumvented post-racial rhetoric with a metaphor too thin to veil its true meaning. Monáe’s creation of a story concerning the illegality of love between android and human is an obvious metaphor for the historical restriction of miscegenation, the interbreeding of people considered to be of different
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66 Ibid., 5.
races, in the United States. In contemporary times, the story of Cindi Mayweather is a commentary on the regulation of non-normative people and their intimate attachments.

2.3 Cindi Mayweather’s Subversion Through Queer Dandyism

Cindi Mayweather, and consequently Monáe herself, has been understood by some fans and scholars as adhering to respectability politics. The main evidence offered as support for this stance is her modest mode of dress: a black and white suit. (see Figure 5). In this line of argument, her austere dress and the absence of sexually explicit lyrics in her music form a meaningful contrast with such unrespectable, “ratchet” artists as Nicki Minaj and Cardi B.

![Figure 5: Janelle Monáe (or Cindi Mayweather) in “Many Moons,” dressed in her iconic black and white suit.](image)
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Even though Monáe has explicitly disavowed respectability, her early *alter egoing* through Cindi Mayweather appears to blur the boundary between respectability and dis-respectability politics, destabilizing the binary rather than entirely overturning it. Inscribing respectability politics onto Monáe presupposes heterosexuality and monogamy, two social norms that Cindi Mayweather in fact never overtly contradicts (though these norms are later directly flouted by Monáe’s Jane57821).\(^69\) Cindi Mayweather’s assumed monogamy and the heteronormative presentation of her romantic attachment may unwittingly align Monáe’s early *alter egoing* with homonormativity, a queer kind of respectability.\(^70\)

Respectability politics has been a useful strategy of survival for Black Americans in the United States, but to reiterate Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham’s point, Black women’s adherence to respectability does not promise freedom from oppression. Aisha Durham, Brittney C. Cooper, and Susana M. Morris identify the potential political progress that is undercut by respectability politics because of its employment of surveillance, control and repression that reinscribes white capitalist heteropatriarchy.\(^71\) Understanding respectability politics as an instrument of heteronormative regulation and homonormative self-regulation, Carmel Ohman goes so far as to call respectability politics an anti-Black and misogynist disciplinary mechanism, a *misogynoir* mechanism.\(^72\)

Aside from Monáe’s explicit denial of respectability politics and her accusation of such a label as an attempt to police her queer Blackness, features of her *alter egoing* counter the premises of respectability. First, respectability politics was used to differentiate “proper” middle class Black
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people from the poor working class. Monáe’s signature black and white is worn as an homage to the poor working class, by evoking the uniform used by those in service industries. Furthermore, the tux that Monáe dons contradicts respectability’s heteronormative regulation through its temporally queer and gender-ambiguous references. Although Monáe is femme-presenting for most of the Awards season, Cindi Mayweather's various black and white outfits mix styles from 18th century fashion to 1950s fashion, and the cut of the tuxes lean towards a soft butch or stud aesthetic.

Monáe’s early signature look is an essential key to understanding her subversive, queer nature that was not made explicit until the release of Dirty Computer. Her mode of dress aligns with a queer icon of the 1930s, another Black performer known for her gender-queer costume of the suit, Gladys Bentley. Bentley’s use of the suit and its anachronistic labelling as queer is connected to the practice of Black dandyism. A.J. Hamilton describes Black dandyism as a “sartorial aesthetic rooted in fine clothing and tailoring, a cosmopolitan sensibility, and a sophisticated affinity for culture and art” which practically materialized as the three-piece suit.

Black dandyism was used by early twentieth-century Black men to combat harmful stereotypes.
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74 In the following chapter, I further explore respectability politics, specifically in light of Beyoncé’s ultra-visual heteronormative, nuclear family. In Oneka Labennett essay on Lemonade and Jay-Z’s 4:44, Beyoncé’s output and the artist herself is understood as trapped in the “glass closet” wherein black interiority is exposed and impinged and where ideologies of race and gender pathologize the black family, see Oneka Labennett, “Beyoncé and Her Husband”: Representing Infidelity and Kinship in a Black Marriage,” differences (1 September 2018), 29 (2): 154–188. In my analysis of Beyoncé’s transition from a single lady to married with children is preceded by a shift in her alter ego practice Sasha Fierce. I will examine how both Monáe and Beyoncé as racialized artists attempt to use anti-respectability and or post-identities to negotiate bodily sovereignty in a world that confines, erases, and at the very worst destroys Black women.

Through their dandyism Black men exhibited refinement and cosmopolitanism in hopes to dispel the belief that they were by default uneducated and savage. Their mode of dress and specifically the perceived all-consuming interest in their own lovely masculinity was hoped to give the impression to onlookers of a lack of interest in women, which worked against the rapacious Black man stereotype.

This very brief summary of Black dandyism seems to apply more readily to the frequent musical collaborator of Wondaland, the “classic man” Jidenna, than to Monáe herself. However, according to Hamilton’s study on the semiotics of the suit, Black dandyism and the queering of it by Black women has its own resistance history. It is important to note that the masculine strategy of Black dandyism was firmly situated in the practice of critical race theorists, or “race men.” The critical race studies canon is populated by such Black dandies as W.E.B. Du Bois, Frantz Fanon, and in contemporary times, Cornel West. In Hazel Carby’s work on race men, she records West’s implicit erasure of Black women when he states that “unless Black intellectuals affect the demeanor and attire of the Victorian male in his dark three-piece suit, they will remain marginal and impotent!”\(^76\) Within this visual rhetoric that aligns suited masculinity with epistemological prowess, Monáe’s sartorial wearing of the suit queers this strategy and carves a distinct space for deviant participation in Black intellectual elitism. Furthermore, both of these women’s mixture of icons—Bentley’s pairing of the top hat and suit with a skirt and heels, and Monáe’s mix of 18\(^{th}\)-century and 1950s fashion—calls attention to the “process of reading and being read.”\(^77\) This queering of Black dandyism is an oppositional gaze of sorts that at once returns the Black dandy gaze upon itself and forces acknowledgement of female dandies.

\(^77\) Anne Stavney, "Cross-Dressing Harlem, Re-Dressing Race" *Women's Studies* 28 (1999), 139.
Another of Hamilton’s astute observations of Bentley provides insight into the emancipatory potential of Cindi Mayweather suited alter egoing: “Her dandyism rejected the dominant fashion culture's primitivist fetishization of the Black female body and rejected the Black intelligentsia's view of racial progress as a masculine-centered endeavor. In the spirit of Bentley’s co-option of the three-piece suit as both rejecting the current culture’s fetishization of the Black female body and refusing the Harlem Renaissance’s male-centric view of racial progress, Monáe maintains that she will not be restricted by heterosexist norms and that her music serves to “[weed] out folks who tried to place me in their little, safe category.” Respectability being one of those safe categories, which her mode of dress contradicts, as her iconic black and white suit pays homage to service workers and participates in queer dandyism.

2.4 Cindi Mayweather and the Implicit Whiteness of Posthumanism

Monáe’s practice of using an otherworldly alter ego in the Metropolis Suites and its alien androgyny forces her into dialogue with posthumanism, with white queer artists and their alien alter egos, and male Afrofuturist alter egos. Monáe’s reliance on the alien android connects her to posthumanist discourse, particularly Donna Haraway’s essay “A Cyborg Manifesto.” Posthumanism, and specifically Haraway’s cyberfeminism, subconsciously presupposes whiteness in its reliance on universalizing rhetoric. In Haraway’s cyborg theory she suggests that feminists should move beyond naturalism and essentialism, criticizing feminist tactics as “identity
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politics” that victimize those excluded, and she proposes that it is better strategically to confuse identities. Haraway’s unmarked whiteness, and the probability of it as going unfelt by the theorist, allows her to call for non-essentialized metaphors in the name of coalition. Haraway’s cyborg morphology comes at great cost (most notably the erasure of Afrofuturism) for women of color who rely on Black sisterhoods and afro-ancestral lineages and mythologies.

Cindi Mayweather’s alter ego is also imperfectly grouped with white artists who use alien alter egos. I’ve already noted the ways that Cindi Mayweather’s heteronormative, “respectable” presentation is subverted by subtle signifiers of queerness. Cindi Mayweather is further removed from heteronormativity by her otherworldly, alien nature. Cindi’s alienness aligns her with the queer practice of such artists as avant garde countertenor Klaus Nomi and glam rocker David Bowie. In the words of author Alex Benson of Medium,

“The alien metaphor repackages a queer experience for mass consumption in a straight world — a red herring encasing a secret message to social misfits everywhere. It wraps aesthetic intention around behaviors and body language usually mocked. It’s not gay, it’s avant-garde.”

Cindi Mayweather’s connection to white gender-bending figures is a one-dimensional link. These figures (Nomi and Bowie) needed the alien metaphor to operate in a straight world. Monáe, a queer Black woman, contrived an alien, android alter ego that is as oppressed in Metropolis as her creator is in the real world.

---

81 Ibid.
Despite the critical difference between a white man’s androgyny and Monáe’s intersectional queering of the alter ego, Bowie and his alter ego is one of her inspirations, as evidenced by her 2018 post on Instagram:

Thinking of you my Ziggy Stardust moonage dream. Even in your ascension to another frequency you still manage to guide me, and all of us who you inspire. You continue to teach me what freedom looks like through the gifts you left behind. You continue to help me and so many feel comfortable during some of our most vulnerable and fearful moments. I often find myself asking, “What would Bowie say, what would he do?” and I just go with that.83

Apparently, Janelle Monáe answered the question “WWBD?” (What would Bowie do?) and Cindi Mayweather emerged. It isn’t hard to see the similarities between David Bowie’s Ziggy Stardust and Janelle Monáe’s Cindi Mayweather: they both figure as messiah, they both bring a message of hope through song, they both come from another planet, they both are queer subjects. The key difference between Ziggy Stardust and Cindi Mayweather is the subtextual Du Boisian struggle of the Metropolis Suites.

Although futuristic alter egos (specifically from the 1970s funk and glam rock scene) have functioned as a way to create alternate realities that are hospitable to queer bodies and temporalities—such as George Clinton’s Starchild and Dr. Funkenstein, Lou Reed’s the Phantom of Rock, and the aforementioned Ziggy Stardust—the reality crafted for Cindi Mayweather is not a hospitable world free of oppression. Janelle Monáe’s alter egoing does not create a more inclusive world, but rather, illuminates the injustices of the real world. Cindi Mayweather did not function as a suspension of reality but an emphasis of the universality of violence on all “those who are marginalized.”84

---

Earlier iterations of alter egos, especially from the funk and glam genres, function as performative affirmations of post-human identity, but at this early stage of Monáe’s *alter egoing* such affirmation was not a part of her world-building schema of Metropolis. Contrary to Monáe’s claim to all-inclusive representation, I argue that the story of Cindi Mayweather emphasizes how Black women do not or are not able to perform separate from their intersectional identities, alter egos notwithstanding. Rather than crafting a more hospitable reality, Cindi’s narrative subverts oppressive forces by exposing its violence, both subtle and extreme.

Thus, Cindi the alien android circulates in what would seem to be the Obama world of Janelle Monáe, with *alter egoing* that responds to the supposed post-raciality of the US in her self-denial of the racialized body, and yet unable to uncouple herself from racialization. The tenuous omission of race from Janelle Monáe’s first version of *alter egoing* in turn becomes an Afropessimist commentary on the negation of the Black body. Monáe expressed universality through the android narrative, and yet preserved her own Blackness by using examples of oppression specific to her community.

2.5 Cindi Mayweather’s Afropessimist Political Affect

Afropessimism has a couple of different definitions. Scholar of African American studies, Frank Wilderson describes Afropessimism as a theoretical positioning of Black people as

---

structural props, with the sole purpose of fulfilling white and non-Black fantasies. Cindi Mayweather’s purported universality is strangely wedded to both sonic and visual signifiers of Blackness, a coupling that invokes a pessimism that seems to suggest that not all oppression is analogous to anti-Blackness. Cindi Mayweather’s cognitive dissonance thus becomes a metaphor for how Black people are “positioned, contained, and punished, both excluded from and necessary to the category of the Human.” I understand this form of alter egoing as not just promoting Afropessimism, but a politicized affect, an affective strategy stemming from Afropessimism, an Afropessimist orientation that contrasts with Obama’s audacious hope.

In politicizing the term affect, most obviously in the use of the terms political affect or affective politics, I use these terms by way of Jennifer C. Nash’s definition of, “how bodies are organized around intensities, longings, desires, temporalities, repulsions, curiosities, fatigues, optimism, and how these affects produce political movements (or sometimes inertias).” To reiterate, Obama developed his own affective brand of hope, a signature optimistic politics to which Monáe’s alter egoing reacts. Thus, the evolution of Cindi Mayweather demonstrates how shared, social feelings evolve according to contemporary political events.

Cindi Mayweather’s assessment of freedom in “Many Moons” with the lyrics, “Your freedom’s in a bind,” strikes a dissonant chord in what some have called the era of post-race audacious hopefulness in America. The dissonance only increased with the crucial rise in awareness of police brutality only weeks into Obama’s administration. In January 2009 in Oakland, California Johannes Mehserle, a transit officer shot the 22-year-old unarmed Black man

---

Oscar Grant. The brutality of the murder, a young man, handcuffed and lying face down on the public transportation platform, extinguished much of the optimism generated from the Democratic win of the White House. Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor writes in *The Guardian*:

The optimism that coursed through Black America in 2008 seemed a million miles away.[...] As for President Obama, he turned out to be very different from candidate Obama, who had stage-managed his campaign to resemble something closer to a social movement. He had conjured much hope, especially among African Americans – but with great expectations came even greater disappointments.91

Having a Black president does not automatically eradicate racism in the United States or validate the claim that America is postracial, a fact emphasized by the widely publicized murder of a Black man at the hands of a white serviceman. In an obvious address to the contemporary political environment that proved the fallacy of a post-racial America, Cindi Mayweather pleads in her song “Mr. President, singing,”

Hey Mr. President,  
Don’t you see the hurt in their eyes?  
So much disappointment in many faces  
Use your heart and not your pride  
We can’t go on and keep pretending.

Despite the critique that Cindi Mayweather is a protagonist packaged for the masses, her obvious critique of Obama, a Black man who has become a beacon of hope to many aspiring people of color, counters the idea that she is a mere neoliberal cog in the American political landscape. Black women have been traditionally discouraged from bringing Black men to task due to “the indignities of life in a racist society,” as explained by Kimberlé Crenshaw, and they’ve

---

been encouraged to “protect the home against assaults outside the home.”

Where Black women have been discouraged from harshly critiquing Black men because of America’s system of racism that is swift to accuse, sentence, and incarcerate Black men, Cindi Mayweather provides a fair critique that neither takes away from Obama’s feat of becoming the first non-white president, nor skirts around his neglect of those who have been negatively impacted during his tenure.

2.6 Jane57821’s Critical Optimism in Response to White (Male) Nostalgia

Some criticisms of Afropessimism include its nominal pessimistic bent and its US-centrism. It is contended that Afropessimism subverts the kind of actionable hope that builds the coalition needed in the fight against anti-Blackness. Afropessimism tends to conflate Blackness and the history of chattel slavery in the US, thus erasing other Black freedom struggles that do not stem from US history of slavery. In my invocation of critical optimism, I do not intend to disable the utility of Afropessimism. In my analysis of Jane57821 I understand Monáe’s critical optimism as informed by the Afropessimist tradition but reacting to the tug and pull of politicized affects in the Obama/post-Obama era. It is interesting that just as Monáe became more specific in her alter egoing via Dirty Computer’s Jane57821, with such lyrics as “Black girl magic,” she promotes an orientation of critical optimism, which stands in contrast to Cindi Mayweather’s Afropessimism.

As mentioned in the Introduction, affect is frequently invoked in political culture (e.g. shame evoked by President Bush’s response to Hurricane Katrina). The evolution of Monáe’s alter

---

*egoeing* maps the affective terrain of the Obama/post-Obama era. The shift from Cindi Mayweather to Jane57824 happened simultaneously with the shift in rhetorics of hope and nostalgia circulating in electoral politics and seemed to expose how these politicized affects align some subjects with others and against some others.\(^9^4\) Moreover, Monáe’s shift from Afropessimism in the era of Obamian hope to *critical optimism* during a time of acute white (male) nostalgia exposes how emotions move between body-politics.\(^9^5\)

Whereas Cindi Mayweather acted as an Afropessimist critique of Obama’s audacious hope and belief in America as post-racial, Jane57821 confronts Trump’s white (male) nostalgia with *critical optimism*. As described in the “Introduction,” *Critical optimism* is an affective strategy that stands in contrast to the US political affective context of nostalgia for the past and pessimistic mourning for the future.

As explained in the Introduction chapter, the performative political practice of *critical optimism* that I theorize through Monáe’s *alter egoing* is influenced by Leboeuf’s interrogation of Obama’s audacious hope (2019), Berlant’s analysis of political affect and genre (2011), and Snediker’s queer optimism (2006). In combining these theories, I understand *alter egoing* as the practice of crafting a unique narrative wherein artists who are Black women can defy the futures and outcomes that have been designated to them.

The function of Monáe’s *alter egoing* shifts from Cindi Mayweather to Jane57821 as her oeuvre matures from the *Metropolis Suites* to *Dirty Computer*. The same postmodern, intertextual complexity of the *Metropolis Suites* that references cultural works as wide-ranging as the 1928

\(^{9^4}\) Sara Ahmed, *The Cultural Politics of Emotion* (New York: Routledge, 2004), 118. For more on affect and the socio-political, see Sara Ahmed, “Affective Economies,” *Social text* 22, no. 2 (2004): 121. She gives the definition that affect is a “social feelings that are shaped by specific political events and socio-political environments.”

German expressionist film *Metropolis* to Lewis Caroll’s novel *Alice in Wonderland* (1865) are again present in *Dirty Computer*. These references range from Quentin Tarantino’s *Django Unchained* to speeches by Malcolm X and Martin Luther King.\(^9^6\) By way of *alter egoing*, Monáe negotiates pessimism and optimism through intimate stories of state-condemned deviance and the violence of surveillance.

When it comes to identity, specifically identity-oriented analysis, the naming of characters and persons is of utmost importance. What one calls another, or what one calls themselves has the potential to limit or expand the essence of who they are. There may be some confusion when analyzing certain characters in Monáe’s works, like “Django Jane,” as she can be understood to be both a new side to Jane57821 and a new alter ego altogether. I will not attempt to mitigate this instability of identity, but rather to embrace the resonances and dissonances of multivalent identifications through *alter egoing*.

A decade after the release of the EP *Metropolis*, Monáe refurbished her alter ego into Jane57821, the protagonist of her 2018 album and short film *Dirty Computer*. Instead of a technological android that is sentenced for disassembly, Jane57821 is a human girl who refuses to follow the rules of an authoritarian government and is consequently captured and brainwashed. In the *Metropolis Suites*, the narrative of deviancy and punishment is associated with Cindi’s lack of a human body, whereas in the case of Jane, her human body, her very flesh is implicated, even with an entire song dedicated to her deviant vagina. In short, Cindi Mayweather is universal insofar as she uses race as a technology to meet the expectations of those around her. Jane57821, on the other hand, is “highly melanated,” fleshy and specific, one-hundred percent authentic “Black girl

---

\(^9^6\) Starring Jamie Foxx. The referentiality of “Django Jane” is two-deep in that *Django Unchained* refers to the 1966 film *Django* in which a main character (not the title character) is a mixed-race prostitute.
magic.” Emphasizing Jane57821’s body as “highly melanated” and labelling her flesh a “dirty computer” puts Monáe’s most recent alter ego in direct conversation with Afropessimism’s heuristic strategy of diagnosing how Black folks are excluded from and a necessary to the category of the Human in a white supremacist world.

“They started calling us computers,” Monáe’s disembodied voice informs us at the beginning of Dirty Computer, “People began vanishing and the cleaning began.” Instead of the Metropolis Suites’ mythic tale of time travel, Dirty Computer gives us an intimate story of dystopian erasure. In the ensuing plot, two white men analyze the “dirty” memories of Jane, a Black woman, and the cleansing they perform highlights an anxiety over her racial construction, her polyamorous sexuality and gender expression. It is interesting that Cindi is implicated for her android body, whereas Jane is criminalized for her gender and sexuality, things that are so intimately tied to the flesh. And yet, as Jane is implicated for her fleshiness, she is condemned as a “dirty computer.” This seems to be an about-face from the expectations of the previous world in which Cindi was the criminal. It is as though Janelle Monáe, through these two iterations of her alter ego, is creating alternate worlds that express the damned-if-you-do-damned-if-you-don’t double bind of queer Black womanhood. Monáe’s first EP was released just prior to the 2008 election, a time in which the election of the first Black president inspired post-racial, post-racist optimism. Dirty Computer was released in a drastically different socio-political climate, with “MAGA” rhetoric, mounting white supremacist terrorism and hyper visibility of police brutality.

97 Lyrics from “Django Jane.”
98 This double bind has been theorized by Frances Beal’s concept of “double jeopardy” that articulates how race and gender affect the lives of black women by compounding oppression (1969). Deborah King added class to the double jeopardy formulation, renaming it multiple jeopardy (1988). Patricia Hill Collins in Black Feminist Thought (2002) gives a cinematic/visual dimension to this double bindedness with her concept of controlling images that distinguish damaging stereotypes of black women (e.g., the mammie, the matriarch) that oppress and constrain the lives of real black women.
In Monáe’s first studio album, *The ArchAndroid*, we learn that Cindi Mayweather is an android prototype being displayed at an auction where other androids of her model are being sold on the blackmarket to the highest bidder. In the *Metropolis* Suites, we traverse time and witness Cindi Mayweather use race as a technology to critique class oppression; the antagonists are racially diverse, but always bear upper class signifiers. Rather than time travel, *Dirty Computer* traverses temporalities via Jane’s memories, and the function of these memories, rather than providing commentary on class difference, highlight her inescapable Blackness and her queer womanhood (or femaleness), both of which are under attack by the presiding totalitarian regime.

When we are first introduced to Jane57821, she is lying helpless on an inspection table. Through a loudspeaker, she is instructed, “You will repeat after me. Your [sic] name is Jane57821. I am a dirty computer. I am ready to be cleaned.” The voice over the loudspeaker is implicitly white, and so as Jane refuses to repeat the self-indicting phrase, we witness Janelle Monáe’s interpretation of Frantz Fanon’s “third-person consciousness” when he says in *Black Skin, White Masks*:

> And then the occasion arose when I had to meet the white man’s eyes. An unfamiliar weight burdened me. The real world challenged my claims. In the white world the [person] of color encounters difficulties in the development of [their] body schema. Consciousness of the body is solely a negating activity. It is a third-person consciousness.\(^\text{99}\)

The story goes on to follow two white men searching through Jane’s memories and deleting those that feature Black female eroticism and gender negotiation.

Janelle Monáe dropped “Django Jane,” the second single released from *Dirty Computer*, on February 22, 2018. The song visually positions Monáe as matriarch, monarch, general, and CEO. It is interesting, and a bit ironic, that this song that puts “Black girl magic” on display and

----

emphasizes Black woman empowerment visually and lyrically, comes from a place of felt precarity. When asked what inspired “Django Jane,” Monáe confides, “It was in response to me feeling the sting of the threats being made to my rights as a woman, as a Black woman, as a sexually liberated woman, even just as a daughter with parents who have been oppressed for many decades.” In this statement Monáe re-articulates a concept that Fanon describes as living in triple personhood (different from third person consciousness of the previous quote). This triple personhood is the burden of responsibility for one’s body, race, and ancestors. Monáe adds an additional layer of responsibility as her alter eegoing is not relegated to the past or the present, but the future. As our heroine raps in “Django Jane” she is surrounded by a posse of Black panther-like ladies. In a suit and heels, she sits atop a throne, her crown a kufi cap.

Jane57821 alter eegoing articulates a strategy for navigating a world in triple personhood. Monáe’s strategy differs from other rappers, such as Nicki Minaj and Cardi B who tend towards parody, irreverence and ratchetness. Neither does Janelle Monáe entirely embody respectability politics, her suit and tie notwithstanding. Monáe blurs the lines between the ratchet and the respectable, producing a defiant, critical optimism.

Monáe’s critical optimism operates on a belief in the inevitability of queer Black womanhood. On some level, this optimism of Black women’s future despite the current oppression suffered is similar to Beyoncé’s “Formation” in her visual album Lemonade, which will be analyzed at length later in the dissertation. Both songs celebrate Black women, Black feminists and Black feminism. They both include Black girl squads, with both singers as matriarch. Unlike

“Formation,” however, “Django Jane” speaks not of revenge or the power of money. Even though Django Jane starts the song with a list of tangible economic hurdles and feats, her main focus is the freedom of her female body. Jane ends with the command: “Take a seat, you are not involved. Hit the mute button, let the vagina have a monologue.” Cindi Mayweather uses her robotic dance moves and funk-infused grooves to subvert class oppression and to question normative sexual structures of intimacy, via allegory and metaphor. Jane57821 takes it a step further: she removes the veil and explicitly states that she is a Black girl from Kansas City, whose very body—her vagina and ability to give life—is being policed by men.

2.7 Janelle Monáe and Her Flaw in Critical Optimism

Janelle Monáe takes the literalism—“let the vagina have a monologue”—one step further in another of Jane57821’s memories under inspection, the song “Pynk.” Two months after “Django Jane” was released “Pynk” was uploaded to Janelle Monáe’s YouTube channel. The lowlight, serious aura of “Django Jane” was exchanged for a pink infrared and ultra-femme aesthetic. The overall aesthetic and timbre of “Pynk” greatly contrast with “Django Jane.” Janelle Monáe raps the entirety of “Django Jane,” whereas in “Pynk” she sweetly sings in her upper middle register. These contrasts notwithstanding, the two songs are united by their vagina monologue motif. The vagina pants dance sequence in “Pynk” is in direct response to “Django Jane’s” command, “let the vagina have a monologue.” (see Figure 6 and 7) Although the album is in the genre of dystopia, “Pynk” is brimming with erotic feminine and female metaphors that create a stark contrast to the dark subject matter that is the policing of women’s bodies.
Figure 6: Vagina monologue in music video “Django Jane.”

Figure 7: Vagina pants in music video “Pynk.”

The first musical texture in “Pynk” is a bodily act: snapping fingers. As a pink car comes to a stop at a motel, a woman stands to greet Jane: one arm akimbo, the other snapping twice. First, we see just one woman snap, but soon others join in. The meaning of the snap is dynamic. It can be used to signal a retort, or express approval. In Dirty Computer, snapping is a non-vocal musical expression. The finger snap is often a signifier of agency. Its allowance of participation empowers those who would rather not participate vocally. The snaps of the women at the Pynk motel are acts of communal response. But more than that, the snapping of the fingers draws attention to tactility and gives way to the body surface as a theoretical medium. In looking at Black women’s “disco embodiment/aesthetics,” Samantha Pinto analyzes Black women’s performative surfaces as ways to theorize Black feminist politics and finds new ways to “[imagine] a politics
rooted not in reference to the official, formal spheres of political life—rights, law, public protest, etc.—but in the quotidian and the fantastic registers of Black women’s embodied experiences and presences, in their surfaces themselves.”¹⁰² Like the Sharks’ and Jets’ attempt to “stay cool” amidst the gang conflict in *West Side Story* (1961), the snapping of the women in “Pynk” commands attention.

As these women press their fingers together and snap, we’re given a close shot of the phrase “I grab back” stitched in pink on the front of a pair of white briefs. The song’s endearing celebration of Black female eroticism is an act of resistance, the countdown of a ticking clock. Amidst the cheeky world of “Pynk” we are reminded of the real world dystopia, that is, quotidian misogyny. The pulse of the snaps lasts until the very last line of the song, a steady, unyielding protest enacted from the body. Rather than passive acceptance of misogyny these women use their bodies, the very thing that is pitted against them, to sonically and visual express critical optimism.

In the tradition of Janelle Monáe, “Pynk” is not a one-dimensional anthem about women’s biology, but rather an exploration of the life of Jane, a queer woman of color. Janelle Monáe came

out as pansexual the same year that *Dirty Computer* was released, (as disclosed in her *Rolling Stones* cover story).\(^{103}\) (see Figure 8) The story in *Dirty Computer* revolves around Jane57821’s romantic relationship with a man and a woman, Ché and Zen respectively. Jane and Zen’s relationship, however, is the relationship featured most prominently and “Pynk” beautifully illustrates their romance in bubble pop fashion. “Pynk” is not only women-centric, it is women-only. *Dirty Computer* includes women, men, and non-binary folk, but “Pynk” is a monologue for the vagina.

![Figure 8: Cover of Rolling Stones (Issue 1313/1314 May 17-30, 2018) wherein Janelle Monáe publicly discloses her pansexuality and queer identity.](image)

“Pynk’s” equating of vagina with womanhood, however, comes with a set of problems. This brings us back to the costume choice, the vagina pants, or “pussy pants.” This costume choice is in direct response to Trump’s infamous “grab them by the pussy” comment and also to the political debate over reproductive rights. In an interview with MTV News, Monáe states that the

pussy pants dance sequence featured at the beginning of the song includes women with and without the pants and that “Pynk” is a song that celebrates women in their varieties. She further discloses that the women dancing without the pants signify transwomen. And so, while she may refer to a metaphoric vagina, the act of controlling women’s reproduction only directly affects those with reproductive capabilities: some ciswomen, transmen, and some who are gender non-conforming. So, although this could have a more pointed message regarding reproductive rights and those with literal vaginas, Monâe’s “vagina monologue” conflates gender identity, sexuality and biology.

This conflation renders transmen’s sexual engagements with other men and the possibility of reproduction invisible. This conflation simultaneously and simplistically equates the need for reproductive rights to that of ciswomen. It effectively erases the violence inflicted on transmen by “grab them by the pussy” rhetoric. Ultimately, this ultra-femme call-to-arms falls short of overcoming hegemonic forces that stigmatize transgender embodiment. In other words, Monâe specifically includes women with and without vaginas, but unintentionally excludes transmen and other non-binary people with reproductive capabilities. And despite her references to vaginas, she only includes ciswomen and transwomen in the music video. Thus, Monâe essentially ignores an entire group of people: transmen, non-binary people, and their vaginas.

The pussy pants gesture of inclusivity is a signature of Janelle Monâe; unfortunately, this gesture, by conflating vaginas with femme identities, is only inclusive of some trans identities. In the days of Cindi Mayweather, the android messiah was a catch-all heroine representing all “those who are marginalized.” Precisely because Cindi Mayweather is all-purpose, a white cis-heteronormative man, for example, may identify and claim her music as representing his experience (if indeed he experiences the violence of surveillance). And in that moment of

---

identification a person who is most privileged may learn to sympathize with a Black non-normative woman who expresses herself through song. Janelle Monáe’s attempt at all-inclusivity, from Cindi to Jane, can appear to fall into cultural neoliberal logics, producing heroines that can be consumed by the masses, which Dan Hassler-Forest warns, may run “the risk of separating critique from any specific power formation or set of social relations.” Throughout most of *Dirty Computer*, Jane57821 portrays a non-universal politic. “Pynk’s” widespread identification, an attempt at maintaining some of the universality of Cindi Mayweather, is a deviation from the rest of the emotion picture that emphasizes positionality and specificity.

2.8 Janelle Monáe’s Critical Optimism in Response to Nationalist Whiteface

*Today, I’m Janelle Monáe. Also known as Dirty Computer. Also known as a free ass motherfucka.*” -Monáe in an interview

*I’m not America’s nightmare/I’m the American Dream/Cross my heart and I hope to die/With a big ol’ piece of American pie. –“Americans” in *Dirty Computer*

Monáe is intensely focused on how she is defined—by name, kind or spirit—as evidenced by the quote and lyrics above. The ArchAndroid, Electric Lady, Dirty Computer, these are only a few names that Monáe has given herself. In the final track of *Dirty Computer* Monáe defines herself again: American. As the chorus of the song states, this heroine is an American who wants a piece of the American dream (or “American pie”). Ten years prior to the release of *Dirty Computer*, at the 2008 democratic convention, Jay-Z voiced the belief of many hopeful others that

---


“you can be anything you want to be in the world. Black people are no longer left out of the American dream.” In “Americans,” Monáe sings of the dream that is now available to an American such as herself. In this song Monáe makes an interesting choice in her alter egoing. In an album that is all about Black womanhood, the final track takes on what I call nationalist whiteface. Unlike the music videos “Q.U.E.E.N.” and “Mine” discussed earlier, there is no optic or tinted whiteface in Dirty Computer. Instead, there is nationalist whiteface in the final number. I define nationalist whiteface as rhetoric that implicitly signifies right-leaning white nationalist Americans; post-2016 nationalist whiteface can also be referred to as MAGA whiteface.

Monáe’s nationalist whiteface is preceded with the roll of credits, as though the visual album has finished. Ominous waves of synth music feed the dystopian ending: Jane, the “dirty computer,” is cleansed and assimilated into the totalitarian system. The credits cut to the patient monitoring chart of Jane’s male romantic partner, Che. The digital chart of his brain activity starts to glitch and in walks Jane’s female romantic partner, Zen. The automatic doors open, she walks into the room, face covered with a gas mask, hands behind her back. The camera turns to Jane standing over the prostrate Ché, who just moments before was laying on that very same table. Zen informs Ché, “I am here to bring you from the darkness into the light.” Zen tosses gas masks to Jane and Ché and an alternate ending to the story is initiated as a gospel choir offers hope: “Hold on, don’t fight your war alone.” We witness the downfall of the system that worked so hard to cleanse Jane. The non-diegetic chorus of dirty computers declare, “We will win this fight.” Then starts the enactment of nationalistic whiteface, a list of phrases that a liberal left American could (would) ascribe to MAGA culture:

I like my woman in the kitchen.
I teach my children superstition.
I keep my two guns on my blue nightstand

---

A pretty young thang, she can wash my clothes
But she’ll never, ever wear my pants.

As an audience informed by contemporary electoral politics in the U.S. listens to Jane57821 declare, “I pledge allegiance to the flag/Learned the words from my mom and dad/Cross my heart and I hope to die/With a big old piece of American pie,” a thick event is generated. Although sung by Janelle Monáe, the audience members assess the content and may assume the speech act emanates from an “all American,” white body. As the song continues, it is not clear from which vantage point we are supposed to interpret the lyric:

Don’t try to take my country
I will defend my land.
I’m not crazy baby, naw,
I’m American.

These lyrics bear a strong right-wing, if not alt-right, sensibility. Perhaps this verse could express how the United States as a whole has progressed for the better, that indeed, the nation has moved away from this protectionist belief system.

More likely, Monáe is performing nationalist whiteface, impersonating the right-wing conservative spouting the belief that America, the country that belongs to them (and the accompanying “American Dream” offered) is being taken away (as in Michael Kimmel’s critique of white angry men). But, as the song continues, we are brought into someone else’s perspective, and they also lay claim to the same America: “Seventy-nine cents to your dollar/All that bullshit from white-collars.” These lines from the second verse can be taken up as a response or rebuttal to the first verse and elicit the question, “who is speaking in verse one?” Verse two obviously comes from the perspective of a racialized woman with the lyrics, “Seventy-nine cents to your dollar/ [...]You see my color before my vision/Sometimes I wonder if you were blind/Would it
help you make a better decision?” This obvious point of view could make one assume that verse one is coming from the perspective of a white American man. Black women, however, have not just been targets of white male entitlement, but they have also suffered misogyny at the hands of their own Black community. In just these first two verses, each informing the other, “Americans” presents the intersecting hurdles of Black womanhood, as both women and racialized other.

2.9 Conclusion

Monáe’s Obama-era alter egoing manifested as the android, Cindi Mayweather, with unclear origin and convoluted narrative timeline. Cindi Mayweather was rendered a forced metaphor of universality. With the release of the visual album Dirty Computer in 2018, Monáe revamped her alter ego into a clearly defined dystopian heroine with a narrative that depended on specificity. Furthermore, Jane57821 makes explicit references to the mounting white (male) nostalgia and anti-Black populism’s of MAGA culture in the era of Trump. I understand the evolution of Janelle Monáe’s alter egoing as a reaction to these affective political strategies mobilized in electoral politics, and that the transformation of her alter egos are indicative of shared, social feelings that evolve according to contemporary political events.

From Cindi Mayweather wearing a tux, to Jane57821 dancing in a pair of vagina pants, Monáe’s alter egoing outlines the pros and cons of identification that depend on universality and specificity. The subtle and even dissonant nature of Cindi Mayweather alter egoing exposes the harm of the post-racial fallacy promoted by American politics circa Obama’s election and at the same time enables a nuanced performance of gender, race, and sexuality. Jane57821’s queer Black female specificity, that somehow also attempts to be a universal icon, inadvertently erases some
kinds of transgender identities. Even with the various pitfalls of Cindi and Jane *alter egoing*, Monáe begins to craft an affective strategy for queer subjects in a heteroracist America. This strategy, *critical optimism*, is a reflexive process wherein the marginalized subject is aware of the material realities which negate their personhood. *Critical optimism* modifies Snediker’s queer optimism with a bell hooksian’ oppositional stance.\(^{108}\) Like hooks’ political rebellion found in the “looking back” or returned gaze of the racialized subject, *critical optimism* allows Monáe to craft a unique narrative that defies the futures and outcomes that have been designated to queer Black women in a racist, heteropatriarchal society.

---

3.0 Nicki Minaj: American Girlhood, Ecstatic Disidentification, Queer Catharsis

3.1 Introduction

Nicki Minaj’s *alter ego* is never more striking then in her critically acclaimed guest verse in “Monster” (Kanye West, *My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy*, 2010). In the music video, Minaj appears in double, side-by-side as captor and captive. (see Figure 9) Tied to a chair, in a pink wig and white tulle dress, Minaj’s Barbie alter ego raps in her upper register, evoking girlish infantilism. Growling and scowling over the innocent Barbie is Roman Zolanski, Minaj’s aggressive and angry alter ego, riding whip in hand. The sonic and visual dichotomy displayed in “Monster” can be understood as more than contrasting performance personas. In the context of Minaj’s contentious relationship to (white) American girlhood, her *alter ego* expresses the distinct strain normative expectations of gender, sexuality and race have on an immigrant Black woman who moved to the US as a young girl.

Figure 9: Roman Zolanski (left) and Barbie (right) in “Monster.”
In the 2015 documentary, “Nicki Minaj: My Time Again,” Onika Tanya Maraj, who we know as Nicki Minaj, reflects on her transition to the United States from Trinidad. She stands in front of a chain link fence enclosing a modest home in Queens, New York, and she recalls growing up with difficulties specific to immigrant children (e.g. being teased for her accent). She gestures to the house behind her and recounts the “hard times” of her childhood when her entire family had to live in the basement of that small home in Jamaica, Queens—a middle-class neighborhood in New York City. Minaj’s reality in the US was much different from what she imagined as a five-year-old moving from Trinidad: “When I came from Trinidad, I thought it was gonna be so picture-perfect. I thought there was gonna be a big mansion.” In order to make ends meet in their new US American life, their four-person family moved into a studio apartment in the basement of their home while they rented the main house to another family. “We used to have to walk by and see another family living beautifully in the main house and we had to walk in the backyard and go downstairs in our basement.”¹⁰⁹ This story of economic hardship is not unlike many others embedded in the culture of hip hop. In fact, references to poverty are so common in hip hop as to be considered an essential part of the culture, a rite of passage.¹¹⁰ Minaj’s 2018 Instagram post reveals a distinctive aspect of her story that is not ubiquitous in hip hop culture: growing up in the US as an immigrant and navigating expectations of American childhood. (see Figure 10)

As I sift through Minaj’s alter egos and their differing sonic identities, I detect a difference in her alter egoing from that of other artists. As Minaj raps about white picket fences and “bag[ing] white guy[s],” her alter egoing maintains an ambivalence towards American girlhood that not only destabilizes early 21st-century notions of postraciality, but sketches a disillusionment specific to women who grow up negotiating their national belonging. Through what I theorize as ecstatic disidentification, I argue that Minaj exploits the porous boundary of the subject/object and carves out space for Black expression within the constraints of a heterosexist, mass-mediated marketplace.

In this chapter, I approach Minaj’s alter egoing from W.E.B. Du Bois’s question, “What does it feel like to be a problem?” I take Du Bois’s question and propose a theoretical framework that reads emancipatory potential in what at first appears to be only harmful stereotypes and cultural appropriation in Minaj’s alter egoing. I then outline significant biographical events in Minaj’s life and how they relate to notions of American girlhood and how her alter egoing engages
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111 A post shared by Barbie® (@nickiminaj) on Jun 20, 2018 at 11:54am PDT.
with such notions. Moving to the alter egos Roman Zolanski and Chun-Li, I explore the illegibility of Black gender under white supremacist logics. I conclude the chapter by outlining the groundwork Nicki Minaj laid through her alter egos for other racialized, queer, and otherwise non-normative artists.

3.2 Nicki Minaj’s Ecstatic Disidentification as Intellectual Labor

As an emcee, Minaj is a fundamentally sonic artist, but as an icon of popular culture (i.e. hip hop) her visual rhetoric is at the very least equally fundamental to her iconicity. Iconic features of Minaj’s performance which are frequently scrutinized are her parodic use of accents, her costumes and hairstyles that borrow from and allude to various East Asian cultures (ox horn buns with chopsticks and Harajuku fashion), and her explicitly sexualized modes of dress. When looking at Minaj’s exercise of agency through *alter egoing*, a discomfort arises that can be summarized by the question: does Minaj acquire agency through oppressive means, such as cultural appropriation, racist imagery, and regressive gender ideologies? Put another way, does her exercise of agency through *alter egoing*, come at the expense of other oppressed identities? I address this concern with the work of José E. Muñoz. Through her sonic and visual performance, Minaj generates a *disidentifying* act, what Muñoz defines as a “survival strateg[y] the minoritarian subject practices in order to negotiate a phobic majoritarian public sphere that continuously elides or punishes the existence of subjects who do not conform to the phantasm of normative citizenship.”¹¹³ Minaj’s *alter egoing*, which includes her arguably problematic use of accents,
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cultural signifiers, and sexualized dress renders porous the boundary between subjecthood and objectification, emancipation and oppression.

Minaj’s acts of disidentification through alter egoing generate ecstatic possibilities. Ecstasy, as defined by Black feminist theorist Jennifer C. Nash, refers to “the possibilities of female pleasures within a phallic economy and to the possibilities of Black female pleasures within a white-dominated representational economy.” Minaj’s ecstatic disidentification through alter egoing, reveals the uncomfortable contradictions and possibilities that come from a Black woman working with and against oppressive logics. Minaj’s ecstatic disidentification, which I argue include not just her body but, to borrow from Roland Barthes (1972), the “grain of the voice” is an act of intellectual labor that enables her to find [her] own legibility. Thus, as I theorize Minaj’s alter egos as ecstatic disidentification, her alter egoing becomes a form of intellectual labor, a project that takes on objects and actions traditionally viewed as regressive and infuses them with new emancipatory meaning. As a Black woman who was raised without documentation of citizenship, Minaj’s artistic output becomes a disidentifying creative process that critiques US notions of gender, sexuality, race, and national belonging.

114 Nash, Black Feminism Reimagined, 2.
3.3 Princess Barbie and the Assessment of American Girlhood

Minaj started gaining traction in the music industry after the rapid release of her mixtapes (Playtime Is Over [2007], Sucka Free [2008], and Beam Me Up Scotty [2009]). She also became known for her guest verses in such hip hop hits as “BedRock” (2009), “My Bad Chick” (2010) and later Kanye’s controversial “Monster” (2010). In 2021, Beam Me Up Scotty was re-released and became the highest debuting rap mixtape by a woman in the history of the Billboard 2000. Minaj gained recognition for her unique flow, clever wordplay, and her strikingly ultra-femme, Harajuku-inspired fashion aesthetic.

Since her debut album (Pink Friday 2010), Minaj has been transgressing hood authenticity with girly artifice and fantasy. Pink Friday was certified triple-platinum by RIAA and described as a mix of “high-intensity pop confections, gritty rap tracks, and quasi-rock songs.” Pink Friday: Roman Reloaded (2012), Minaj’s second album, again subverted hip hop norms by including dance-pop tracks. In her third album, The Pinkprint (2014), Minaj stylistically returned to hip hop. She compares this album and her impact on the rap industry to that of Jay-Z, connecting herself through wordplay with Jay-Z’s 2001 album, The Blueprint. Minaj’s fourth album, Queen (2018), continues stylistically in the hip hop vein and has been described as a “banquet of trash talk” and full of “high-IQ pettiness.” What has remained consistent throughout every album is
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Minaj’s *alter egoing*, her sonic, visual, and narratological evocation of alternate identities that sketch a distinct ambivalence toward American girlhood.

Minaj was born in the Saint James district of Port of Spain, Trinidad, on December 8, 1982. At the age of five, she and her brother joined their mother in Queens, New York City, where they were raised without papers of citizenship. “When you’re a kid,” Minaj explains to the documentary camera, “fantasy is way better than reality, when you have a drug-addicted parent [sic]. Since I was a kid I’ve always lived in fantasy.”

Minaj’s preoccupation with fantasy and imaginative play as a child is evident throughout her musical oeuvre, in her lyrics, visual rhetoric, and narrative works.

Minaj’s formative years took place during the “Disney Princess boom” of the 1990s. Thus, topically, it is not surprising that her brand of fantasy elicits princess culture; however, it is an unusual choice for a rapper. It is hard to say whether the 1990s princess boom stimulated Minaj’s early dependence on fantasy, but Minaj has made it known that she maintained an active imagination since before her arrival in Queens. Recall her childhood American dream of moving to the US: “When I came from Trinidad I thought it was gonna be so picture-perfect. I thought there was gonna be a big mansion.”

As noted in the quote at the beginning of this section, Minaj used fantasy to escape familial stressors and traumatic events, such as her father’s substance abuse and his burning down of their family home.

With a penchant for fantasy and the need for an escape from reality, Minaj became preoccupied at a young age with the possibilities of the US, a preoccupation undoubtedly
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influenced by the popular belief in the American dream, that is, the popular notion of America as a country of upward social mobility and unobstructed meritocracy. The American dream, however, is a fraught concept for people who were brought to the US as children, especially when raised without documentation of citizenship. When first-generation immigrants grow up in the US, they are often pressured to financially provide for parents and other family members. In other words, the US ethos of unhindered upward social mobility is not so meritocratic with this additional responsibility that at times seems like an insurmountable obstacle, “a burden [that] can be felt for generations.” Minaj anticipated her immigration experience with the belief in the US as a “picture-perfect” fairytale, a land where everyone lives in mansions, a child’s interpretation of upward social mobility. Upon arriving in America at the age of five, Minaj discovered that most people were struggling to live in the middle class economic bracket. As with many immigrant children, Minaj had to adjust her expectations. The picture-perfect fairytale was further destabilized by her immediate outsider status within her local community due to her Trinidadian accent. To gain acceptance amongst her peers, she had to become a quick study of American girlhood.

What does it mean when a Black hip hop artist, who came to the US as a young girl, appropriates Disney princess-ness and claims Barbie as her alter ego? This question is what I attempt to address as I theorize Minaj’s hyper-femme alter egoing. Throughout her albums, Minaj visually and sonically evokes Barbie and the Disney princess in very similar ways, thus in my analysis I fuse the two, calling her ultra-femme alter egoing “Princess Barbie.” Barbie dolls were

initially solely visual signifiers with literally no voice until the 1997 song “Barbie Girl,” and then later in the *Toy Story* in 1999 and the Barbie TV shows created in the 2010s. Disney princesses have always been both visual and sonic signifiers. Following Minaj’s lead, my analysis intentionally conflates the rapper’s use of Barbie with the Disney princess as symbols of and pedagogical texts for white American girlhood.

Minaj’s ultra-femme persona was crafted as early as her mixtape days with her use of the moniker Barbie. To this day she refers to herself as Barbie in her raps (“It’s Barbie, bitch!”), her décolletage frequently showcases a diamond encrusted “Barbie” necklace and she refers to her fans as “Barbz.” Furthermore, some of Minaj’s earliest music videos allude to or directly draw from Disney Princess stories, such as Jasmine in “Your Love” and Cinderella in “Moment 4 Life”). Minaj’s ultra-femme persona utilizes traditional tools of white American girlhood fantasy. Put another way, “playing Barbie” and “playing princess” is a key feature of Minaj’s artistic output.

One of Minaj’s first and iconic references to this Barbie vocality, or what I call Princess Barbie alter egoing, is in the *We Are Young Money* 2009 single “Bed Rock.” Along with her pink hair, pink clothing, and “Barbie” necklace, Minaj raps with a “Barbie Girl” timbre. As mentioned earlier, the Barbie doll’s 1959 debut was a visual signifier, specifically of hegemonic, western womanhood, a pedagogical image instructing girls on acceptable femininity. More recently, Barbie has been ascribed a sonic profile with the controversial dance-pop single “Barbie Girl” (1997) by the Danish group Aqua. In the opening monologue, (“Hi Ken!” “Sure, Ken!”), and in the song itself, “Barbie” uses an ultra-feminine, pinched timbre. A less satirical sonic profile of Barbie emerged in 2013 with the TV special “Barbie: Life in the Dreamhouse,” followed by the 2018 TV show “Barbie Dreamhouse Adventures.” In both the satirical “Barbie Girl” song and the TV shows, Barbie’s vocal production is hyper-feminized through lightly supported, high-tessitura
speech and song. This vocal quality is comparable to the high-register, quasi-infantile sonic profile of traditional Disney princesses. In “Bed Rock” Minaj’s use of Princess Barbie timbre, which already inherently references white American girlhood, is embellished with vocal fry, a millennial reference to the quintessential (deviant) white girl of the era, Britney Spears.125

The “Barbie Tingz” and “Stupid Hoe” music videos bear the sonic manifestations of Princess Barbie that include childish schoolyard taunts, verses rapped in upper-registers, and lightly supported infantile melodies.126 These sonic manifestations, coupled with the visual, expose the confining nature of gender norms that American girls and women are expected to embody.

3.4 Princess Barbie and Transgressive Doll Play

The bridge of the “Stupid Hoe” music video (minute 3:34) is an example of Princess Barbie. Minaj’s vocality shifts away from traditional rap timbre, and instead mimics schoolyard taunts (“Stupid hoes is my enemy/Stupid hoes is so wack”) and off-key diva melismas. In the music video, Princess Barbie stands on a giant chair. Her strappy shoes are off, her feet wrapped in lacy church socks peeking below her dusty pink dress, a lollipop in her hand. (see Figure 11) Barbie’s eyes are synthetically modified to be unrealistically large, the apples of her cheeks dotted with infantilizing freckles; her face is accented with banana yellow lips, framed with a wig of straight bubble gum pink locks. These doll-like modifications and girlhood references, taken

126 “Stupid Hoe” was written by Minaj and DJ Diamond Kuts. It was the second single released from her second studio album, Pink Friday: Roman Reloaded (2012), released by Cash Money Records. “Barbie Tingz” was released in 2018 as a single. It was written by Minaj, produced by Chevy Music and released by Young Money Entertainment and Cash Money Records. It was a bonus track of Minaj’s fourth studio album Queen.
together with the sonic profile of Princess Barbie, outline excessive femininity, rendering Minaj a deviant figure of failed gender performance.

Figure 11: Princess Barbie in “Stupid Hoe” singing a mocking child-like melody in the bridge.

After two measures of the schoolyard taunt, Princess Barbie sings a melismatic melody, complete with emotive hand gestures comically articulating every pitch. This moment is an obvious parody of hip hop divas, perhaps specifically of Mariah Carey, who has maintained a very public beef with Minaj. Princess Barbie’s “diva moment” intentionally lacks the requisite series of overtones, emphasized by the sidebar, “And I ain’t hit that note,” a failed performance of femininity.

The music video then cuts to the modified version of Princess Barbie. Again, Minaj, through Princess Barbie, overperforms American girlhood's expectations of gender performance. Through excessive gender performance (the “diva moment”) and the noted failure of it (“And I ain’t hit that note”) Minaj quite literally outlines the absurd, constructed nature of all-American femininity and her inability to fit the all-American mold. (see Figure 12 and 13)
The second verse in “Barbie Tingz” evokes Princess Barbie with a child-like taunt similar to that in “Stupid Hoe” (“Rap bitches tell they team/‘Make ‘em like Barbie’/Had to come off IG so they can’t stalk me/All they do is copy looks, steal music too”). In the pre-chorus melody, the Princess Barbie-ness is emphasized with heavy vocal fry, Minaj dressed in a delicately feminine blush chiffon dress, with a large satin bow atop her head.

Perhaps the most interesting commentary on American girlhood in “Barbie Tingz” starts at minute 1:34 of the music video. Minaj suddenly appears in a stiff plastic costume in solid neon colors, with stilted choreography like the restrained mobility of a plastic Barbie doll with articulated joints. (see Figure 14 and 15) This costuming is similar to, and may indeed be inspired
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127 In this verse Minaj accuses other rappers (perhaps Lil’ Kim) of copying her looks and music.
by, Oskar Schlemmer’s *Triadisches Ballett* (1922). Schemmer’s 1920s avant-garde ballet used bulky, geometrical costumes to render the dancers’ bodies as shapes. “Barbie Tingz” dabbles in Schlemmer’s dialectic stage theory, contrasting the natural human body with the mechanical rendering of the body through costume prosthetics.\(^\text{128}\) In this scene where Minaj’s Barbie is dressed in a bulky, plastic, geometric costume, she—like the ballet dancers in *Triadisches Ballett*—resembles a puppet, a toy, a doll.

![Image of Barbie wearing a geometric costume](image)

Figure 14: Barbie “Barbie Tings” wearing a geometric costume similar to that worn in Schlemmer’s *Triadisches Ballett*.
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When Princess Barbie appears in her rigid costume, she repeats the beginning intro twice: “I’m a bad bitch/fuck the bitch/bitch get slick/I’ll cut the bitch/I’m a bad bitch/Suck some dick/If that bitch get slick/I’ll cut the bitch.” She toggles on a perfect fourth, coupled with a mocking timbre tinged with vocal fry. On the last line, the second time she repeats the lyrics listed above, her melody moves away from the mocking melody and evolves into a more traditional lower tessitura rap. The sonic evolution is met with a costume change into streetwear and typical hip hop dancing. The Schlemmerian-inspired costume appears one more time in the music video, but this time while Princess Barbie raps, as opposed to the toggling fourth interval melody described above. This rapping section becomes an amalgamation between the spitting Minaj in streetwear and the stilted Princess Barbie melody. In this section she raps, but with a timbre borrowed from the previous section in which she donned the plastic dress.

129 The film was produced by Bavaria Atelier and it was released under the slightly revised title “Das Triadische Ballett.”
When a Black woman who moved to the US as a child and grew up undocumented employs Disney Princess aesthetics and adopts Barbie as her alter ego, what were once rigid icons of white all-American femininity, suddenly become malleable texts by which to critique ideas of race and gender embedded in American girlhood, and even the American dream ideology. Minaj visually and sonically manipulates Disney princess and Barbie culture’s symbolic purpose of teaching US-based ideologies of how ‘to be female,’ and creates her own version of “playing princess” and “Barbie play” through Princess Barbie alter egos.

The album cover art of Pink Friday, both parodies American ideals of femininity–Minaj sits with artificially elongated legs, lightened skin and overly wide eyes– it also takes part in the subversive act that Miriam Formanek-Brunell calls “transgressive doll play.” With no visible arms, Minaj sits in the photo as a dismembered Princess Barbie, her arms torn from her body, alluding to the not uncommon activity of girls who abuse dolls “in order to resist adult-mandated leisure activity.” (see Figure 16)

“Barbie Tingz” and “Stupid Hoe” are punctuated with robotic or plastic-presenting dance and gesture, both commenting on stereotypical signifiers of American girlhood. In the beginning of “Stupid Hoe” the music video is a silhouette of girls playing double-dutch, a traditional signifier of Black American girlhood and a foundation of hip hop. Minaj can be seen hanging her Barbie necklace outside of a car window. Shortly after, the nude midsection of a plastic female figurine occupies the shot, a Barbie doll modified to reflect the body shape of Minaj (butt, thighs and breasts more voluptuous than the typical Barbie doll). In this song Minaj chooses to embody an artificial, plastic-like ultra-femininity. Princess Barbie parodies the standards of white femininity that is required for full membership in American girlhood and exposes the impossible standards of such a femininity for all women, but especially for women of color.
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Princess Barbie also underlines the historical use of Black women’s bodies as “a plastic, disposable, trafficked, fungible, commodity object.” Minaj’s queer femme-of-center *alter egoing* is a response to the surveillance of women who are unable to fully fit the American ideal of white girlhood. In my view, Minaj co-ops commercial icons of American femininity, in this case Disney Princesses and Barbie, and performs a kind of queer Black femme disturbance through the intensification of stereotypes, which confronts the unique challenges presented to women of color in the context of American girlhood. In taking on stereotypical sonic signifiers of Princess Barbie and manipulating them into parody, Minaj “makes Barbie her bitch [...] and sublimates the supremacy of Barbie as white, thin, and blonde, to her own articulation of Minaj.” This kind of *alter egoing* uses a long-time antifeminist symbol to impart cultural knowledge by pushing back against the regime of white beauty.”

Minaj’s *alter egoing* generates important contemporary cultural knowledge, as P.H. Collins contends that, “Within African American communities, Black women fashioned an independent standpoint about the meaning of Black womanhood. These self-definitions enabled Black women to use African-derived conceptions of self and community to resist negative evaluations of Black womanhood advanced by dominant groups.” Barbie and princess culture paradoxically maintain a rigid model of American womanhood, while simultaneously bearing “a certain blankness that enables interpretive versatility.” Through Princess Barbie, Minaj coopts
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133 Seth Cosimini, “‘I’m a Motherfuckin’ Monster!’: Play, Perversity, and Performance of Nicki Minaj.” *Feminist formations* 29, no. 2 (2017): 55.
princess culture imagination and Barbie play and produces acts of *ecstatic disidentification*, giving fans another strategy for destabilizing American girlhood.

### 3.5 Roman Zolanski ‘s Queer Catharsis

*Minaj:* “Roman is a crazy boy who lives in me, he says things that I don’t wanna say.”  
*Interviewer:* “It must be nice to have an ignorant, loudmouth that you can blame.”  
*Minaj:* “He’s here for a reason. People conjured him up. Now he won’t leave.”

In this soft-spoken interview about the recording of “Roman’s Revenge,” Minaj talks of the birth of Roman Zolanski, a loud and violent alter ego, “born out of rage,” that lives inside of her. Minaj’s *alter egoing* through Roman is different from Monáe’s android alter ego. As I argued in the previous chapter, Monáe relates to Cindi Mayweather as a version of herself and also as a theoretical construct representing all who are marginalized. Rather than a theoretical construction of herself, Minaj speaks of Roman, her self-professed favorite alter ego, as though he is an alternate spirit or personality, a violent, “crazy boy” that resides in her that she cannot control.

Although some fans theorize that Roman first appeared in Ludacris’s “My Bad Chick” (2010) and the aforementioned “Monster” music videos, the first example of overt *alter egoing* through Roman is when Minaj asks her fairy godmother about him in “Moment 4 Life.” In this music video Roman is folded into a narrative, complete with interactive characters (Martha Zolanski and Slim Shady) and backstories (Roman’s mother, aka the fairy godmother, talks of
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I81a3SahOmc.  
139 Ibid.  
140 Fans argue that Minaj becomes Roman whenever she performs with the aura of controlled anger, with particularly violent lyrics, and aggressive expressions and lyrics (i.e. barred teeth, Freddie Krueger hands).
sending Roman and Slim Shady/Eminem away to boarding school for “wreaking havoc over the industry”). The story of Roman revolves around a conflict of identity, inflamed by his mother’s attempted erasure of his non-heteronormativity and neurodivergence.141

Roman is Minaj’s most fleshed out alter ego, and as such more transparently demonstrates alter egoing. Roman first formally materialized in Pink Friday (2010), and then in Pink Friday: Roman Reloaded (2012). However, Roman’s most striking appearance took place during Minaj’s 2012 Grammy performance.”142 The 2012 performance showcased the song “Roman Holiday.” It was choreographed by Laurieann Gibson and directed by Hype Williams. The end product resulted in a cross between a Broadway show and The Exorcist.143

The lyrics of the song tell the story of attempted conversion therapy and exorcism prompted by Roman’s mother and carried out by a priest. The narrative is made most obvious by the hook sung by Roman’s mother, “Take your medication, Roman/Take a short vacation, Roman/You’ll be okay.” The performance starts with Minaj as Roman. Roman, who Minaj describes as a gay white man from London, is not evoked through gender-swapping costume or racial masquerading. Far from it, Minaj is in hyperfemme Barbie attire. Instead, the alter egoing is signaled sonically, as well as through an attitudinal shift. Minaj grimaces with bared teeth; her voice switches to a deeper tessitura, articulated with vocal cracks.

The stage debut of Roman at the 2012 Grammys was not well received by critics. Before identifying how Minaj employs ecstatic disidentification through Roman, I will summarize this

141 Martha’s adherence to normativity pushes her to control Roman by means of religion and medication.
largely negative reception. This summary is important because I believe the non-specificity of the critique betrays an unspoken discomfort—an inconvenient “truth,” if you will—that not all queer embodiments are treated equally, even in the presumed “liberal,” mass-mediation entertainment industry of the United States.

Minaj’s Grammy performance was considered by many critics a career-plummeting flop. Some of the critiques leveled at Minaj included the assessment that the performance was overwrought, uncritically offensive, poorly performed, and simply the wrong genre for the rapper. “Nicki Minaj gotta get back to rap, she Lady Gaga’ing too much” reads one disapproving comment on the social media network Twitter.144 “[Minaj] tried too hard to be a tweetable moment,” The Washington Post author, Allison Stewart writes of the performance. Ken Ehrlich, the producer of the Grammys Award show, called it controversial without being “good.”145 Apparently unaware of Minaj’s use of themes from other religions, such as Islam, the president of the Catholic League, Bill Donohue, accused Minaj of inconsistency, claiming that such poor representation of other groups and religions (e.g. Judaism, Islam, LGBTQ+ communities), would never have been tolerated.146 Some critics simply assessed the Grammy performance as badly executed and the

song poorly written. As I hope will be made clear through the lens of alter egoing, these critiques are undergirded by hetero-racist ideologies.

On the Grammy stage, Roman is first seen at a confessional with a priest listening on the other side of the confessional screen. Roman starts the song with an excerpt from “Roman’s Revenge” (“I am not Jasmine, I am Aladdin/I’m startin’ to feel like a dungeon dragon”) and abruptly sings an excerpt from the Broadway musical West Side Story (“I Feel Pretty”). Roman substitutes the lyrics “and gay” with “I slay.” He bends the melody, adds an uncontrolled vibrato and the listening priest covers his ears in protest. (see Figure 17)

Figure 17: Nicki Minaj as Roman in “Roman Holiday” confession to a priest at the 2012 Grammy Performance.

The live performance cuts to a recorded video. A title card enters the overhead screen and reads: “The Exorcism of Roman.” A white British woman (Martha Zolanski) opens her front door
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to a priest. Obviously distressed, she informs him that Roman is “not well.” The scene is aesthetically set up as a horror film, with disjunct pizzicato and tremolo strings, and gray tone filter. The priest approaches the disheveled Roman who is singing “I feel pretty” to himself. Upon seeing the priest, Roman hisses and crawls up the wall, an obvious signal of Roman’s demon possession. “What is your name?” the priest asks. “Roman!” He screams.

The recorded video stops, and we are brought back to the live stage, which resembles a metal concert, with dark costuming, gothic architecture, and choreographed smoke and flame. The stage is set to look like a catholic church. The back of the stage is lined with floor to ceiling digital stained-glass windows. Robed dancers swing thuribles, adding to the catholic allusion. The disembodied voice of Martha, now the recorded voice of Minaj, starts to sing the hook, the words of rebuke to Roman sung with an exaggerated British accent. Columns line the stage, with a raised platform in the middle where Roman is strapped to an upright slab. Roman breaks free as the stained-glass windows shatter: “Leave me alone, mother.” Amid the chaos of dancing priests, kneeling altar boys, and women clothed in leather straps, a chorus in hooded robes sing a hymn, “O, Come All Ye Faithful.” The priest from the confessional enters the stage, now dressed in priestly robes, and is followed by altar boys. The priest performs an exorcism and Roman’s reclined body is lifted into the air by cables, giving the appearance of having no assistance, save the incantations of the priest. Minaj called the Grammy performance Roman’s coming out party, based on a movie that she was in the process of writing. Minaj recites her vision of the story behind the performance:

---


149 Ibid.
“I had this vision for Roman. I had this vision for him to be sort of exorcized. [...] People around tell him he’s not good enough because he’s not normal. So, his mother is scared and the people around him are afraid.”

The illegibility of Minaj’s *ecstatic disidentification* is especially acute through Roman. Roman’s identity is ambiguous, and the specifics of his struggle are opaque. Minaj has previously called Roman simply a name change, but she has also described Roman as her twin sister. She has described him as a gay man from London. Who and what is Roman? Is he a gay boy? Is Roman a Barbie? Is Roman a full-bodied Black woman? The ambiguity confuses people. Is this story of exorcism, a practice rooted in Catholicism, acting as a metaphor for conversion therapy? Or is it literally inspired by Catholicism’s checkered history with non-normative sexualities? The unclear nature of Minaj’s critique is muddled further by Roman’s embodiment: gay boy inside of a Black woman who roars “like a dungeon dragon,” that may also be suffering from mental illness. Additionally, Minaj’s genre-bending introduction of Roman that drew heavily on musical theater added to the frenetic nature of her Grammy performance.

Antagonists have taken on all shapes and forms in narrative-driven works, from femme fatales to evil Russian scientists, to bigoted Baby Boomers. Roman’s mother is a practicing Catholic who believes her son’s non-normative sexuality is a sign of demon-possession. Thus, the trauma of a Catholic exorcism becomes the central theme of Roman’s narrative, and the priest becomes the primary antagonist. The use of Christianity and its symbology is not an unusual tactic for unpacking social, cultural, and political issues on the musical stage (e.g. *Jesus Christ Superstar*, 1971; *The Book of Mormon*, 2011).151 Why is Minaj’s performance different from any other narrative-driven staged musical work that uses religious themes and larger-than-life choreography,
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150 Ibid.
151 Lady Gaga has many more songs that use religious themes: “Black Jesus,” “Bloody Mary,” “Disco Heaven,” “Electric Chapel,” “Marry the Night,” “Paparazzi,” and her latest “Venus”.
such as the likes put on by Madonna (“Like A Prayer”) and Lady Gaga (“Alejandro,” “Judas”)? These counterexamples of provocative performances—*Jesus Christ Superstar, The Book of Mormon*, Madonna and Lady Gaga—highlight the imbalance of artistic freedom between white artists and Black female artists when they critique symbols of western institutions (Catholicism, Christianity, American religions).

The trauma narrative of a gay white boy from London embodied by a Trinidadian-born Black woman from Queens, is a meta-narrative of gender control for women of color, specifically the illegibility of Black gender and the consequent punishment for such illegibility. Roman’s frenetic interrogation of gender control was promptly praised by high-profile members of the queer community. Just following the 2012 performance Neil Patrick Harris declared his love for the Grammy performance.\(^{152}\) The New York-based magazine, *The Fader*, noted how the footage from Minaj’s 2012 Grammy performance had very little presence on the internet, as though intentionally scrubbed from cultural memory. “But here’s the thing,” reveals author Salvatore Maicki, “gay Twitter *never* forgets. [...] Something about the song’s manic energy feels much more suited to the hellscape of 2019 than it must have in 2012.\(^{153}\)

Through *alter egoing*, Minaj breaks gender, a system dependent on “the repeated stylization of the body, a set of repeated acts within a highly rigid regulatory frame that congeal over time to produce the appearance of substance, of a natural sort of being.”\(^{154}\) Roman, like Barbie, exposes the unnatural, confining nature of gender and how it is uncomfortably aligned with sexuality and race.


Roman takes the critique even further than Barbie, with his interrogation of sexuality. Minaj narratively masquerades as a gay boy, while simultaneously presenting as the typically femme and female Nicki Minaj. Roman “functions as a sort of ‘bait and switch’ on the laws of normativity,” at one time appearing to perform straight and at another time queer, but in actuality refusing either designation.\textsuperscript{155} Roman illustrates how Black women are penalized for their illegibility in a white supremacist patriarchal system. Or, to add to C. Riley Snorton’s argument of “the ungendering of Blackness, post-antebellum era black people are an unstable identity in categories other than race.”\textsuperscript{156} Roman exposes the constructedness of gender, plays with the pleasures and punishments of sexuality and race with multi-directional identification.

### 3.6 Chun-Li as Emerging Alter Ego

Minaj calls herself Chun-Li in three different songs. In her guest verse on “Fireball” (2011), Chun-Li is used as a metaphor for her ability to defend herself and others (“I’m a street fighter/Call me Chun-Li,” “Put you under my wing/I’m the top boss”). In both Ariana Grande’s song “The Light Is Coming” (2018) and Minaj’s own lead single “Chun-Li” (2018), Chun-Li becomes a rebuff to mis-accusations of villainy (“Now I’m the bad guy, call me Chun-Li,” “They need rappers like me/So they can get on their fucking keyboards/And make me the bad guy, Chun-Li”).

In isolation, Minaj’s first mention of Chun-Li does not seem to be an official or even intentional introduction of a new alter ego. When she calls herself Chun-Li in “Fireball” she


\textsuperscript{156} C. Riley Snorton, \textit{Black on Both Sides : a Racial History of Trans Identity Minneapolis} (University of Minnesota Press, 2017).
appears as the deviantly hyper-femme Princess Barbie. She’s wearing a hyper-cutesy Harajuku costume with large furry rainbow boots, accessorized with a bubblegum pink wig and matching lipstick. Her gestures are rigidly doll-like and her eyes unnaturally wide. Despite these visual signifiers of Princess Barbie, I will argue that through Minaj’s invocation of Chun-Li, a new form of *alter egoing* begins to emerge. The absence of Princess Barbie’s sonic profile, Minaj’s continued use of Chun-Li as a contextualizing metaphor in consequent songs, and her creation of a song titled “Chun-Li,” compel me to place the street fighter into my *alter egoing* archive. Through the *alter egoing* heuristic, I understand Minaj’s use of Chun-Li as a narrative symbol to express the specific hurdles and limitations of non-white women “who do not conform to the phantasm of normative citizenship.”

### 3.6.1 Hip Hop and Orientalism

The racial pairing of a Black woman taking on an avatar of an East Asian woman may at first seem strange, however, hip hop has a long history of using East Asian stereotypes, visually and lyrically. Such stereotypes include using yellowface to disguise as an Asian person (Mary J. Blige, Truth Hurts, TLC), performing in the wardrobe of Japanese geishas or Samurai warriors (e.g. Minaj, Mya, Monica, RES, R. Kelly), and generally sexualizing women of Asian descent (e.g. Jay Z, Busta Rhymes).

Cultural critic Edward Said calls the practice of non-Asian people using stereotypes of Asian peoples or places *Orientalism*, that is, the projection of white European ideologies onto
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people of Middle Eastern and Asian descent. He argues that this projection enforces a binary of the constructed geographies of the “West” (as civilized and democratic) and the “East” (as uncivilized, exotic, and authoritarian). Furthermore, Said theorizes how Orientalism is used to rationalize the marginalization of people of “the Orient.” The argument that Minaj participates in Orientalism is most convincing in her appropriation and amalgamation of East Asian visual signifiers and stereotypes, namely, her use of geisha and samurai costuming (“Your Love” [2010] “5 Star” [2017]) and her performances of “Chun-Li.” In Teen Vogue, David Yi writes, "It's been nothing short of disheartening to see Nicki continue to present a reductive version of Japanese culture." 

The Orientalism critique leveled at Minaj was reinforced after the emergence of the #ChunLiChallenge on Instagram following the music video release of “Chun-Li.” This challenge called for fans of the music video to upload selfies and videos in which they put chopsticks in their hair and Chun-Li’s iconic oxhorn buns and lip-sync verses from the song. According to Teen Vogue: “The #ChunLiChallenge only further highlights how easy it is to flatten an identity to certain stereotypes or cultural markers. In this case, it allows mistreatment of Asian cultures to flourish.” Others have compared Minaj’s use of pan-Asian iconography to that used by such white pop stars as Gwen Stefani and Katy Perry.
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The Orientalism label is complicated by Minaj’s reliance on Afrofuturist aesthetics. In the words of Morley and Robins:

“If the future is technological, and if technology has become ‘Japanised’, then the syllogism would suggest that the future is now Japanese too. . . . Japan is the future, and it is a future that seems to be transcending and displacing Western modernity. In so far as the nation’s sense of identity has become confused with its technological capability, these developments have, of course, had profoundly disturbing and destabilizing consequences in Europe and in the United States.”  

The “Chun-Li” music video, like many other Afrofuturist works borrows from East Asian (usually Japanese) popular culture in order to generate a high-tech, futuristic aesthetic. With Afrofuturism used as an aesthetic strategy explicitly for combating anti-Blackness, the idea that this emancipatory strategy simultaneously leans on racist constructions of “the Orient” creates many shades of grey between white supremacist ideology and post-racial liberation. Rather than focusing on every instance in which Minaj misuses an Asian stereotype, my theorization of alter egoing considers the moments in her music when Chun-Li is thematically evoked.

Chun-Li alter egoing poses a “representational dilemma replete with contradictory racial, ethnic, and national signifiers but also opens up questions about the multiple meanings” that emerge when a Black American performs an East Asian stereotype. My inquiries into Chun-Li alter egoing are guided by the work of African American studies scholar Deborah Elizabeth Whaley, when she asks: what can we learn about Black subjects when they “obscure their Black

166 Ibid.
skin with yellow masks?" Rather than challenging the criticisms of Minaj’s participation in Orientalism, I explore the agential potential of Chun-Li alter egoing for Minaj.

### 3.6.2 Contextualizing Childhood with “Chun-Li”

In the “Chun-Li” music video, the video game character is only directly appropriated (aside from use of the name in the lyrics) through a puffed-sleeve qipao, spiked wrist cuffs, oxhorn buns and a scene in which Minaj kicks her way past her enemies. (see Figure 18 and 19) The lyrics in “Chun-Li” do not belabor the story of the street fighter character, neither is the character used to create some kind of Afro-Asian coalition (what Deborah Whaley would call Afro-Orientalism). Instead, the name is used as a kind of thematic, tonal center. Minaj appropriates Chun-Li, aligns her with other women of pop culture–*X-Men’s* Storm and *Tomb Raider’s* Lara Croft–and conjures a point of context, a landscape or elaborate vocabulary of childhood texts from the late 1980s and 1990s, which I argue is significant as Minaj’s ongoing negotiation of American childhood, specifically girlhood, is influenced by her move to the US in the late 1980s.
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Minaj has a practice of appropriating American icons of girlhood, but depending on the context that historically accompanies the icon (the Disney Princess’s fairy tale, Barbie and her numerous accessories), her appropriation can signify vastly different ideological concerns. Consider the previous section in which I discuss Disney Princesses and Barbie as pedagogical
tools for parents who want to instruct girls on appropriate all-American (read: white, cis-heteronormative) girlhood. The Barbie doll, for example, was created by a woman (Ruth Handler) for girls as an instructive model of American womanhood. With each version of Barbie, girls were (and are) given various examples of acceptable American womanhood.

The female icons Minaj elicits in “Chun-Li”–Storm, Lara Croft, Chun-Li–are unlike Disney Princesses and Barbies, in that they are video game and comic book characters not (primarily) created for the consumption of women or girls. Rather than models of appropriate womanhood, these video game and comic book women are virtual fantasy props created by men, to be manipulated almost exclusively by men and boys with the power of the gaming controller. Minaj’s other alter egos, Barbie and the Disney Princess (aka Princess Barbie) have their problematic aspects that negatively impact notions of American girlhood, but the Chun-Li alter ego engages in a different set of problems. And, in true Minaj style, she works within and against problematic stereotypes, taking part in the problem while simultaneously critiquing it. This act of ecstatic disidentification revels in irony.

A considerable part of that irony is that Chun-Li is the bad guy, not in her own story, but in the stories of others. In the Street Fighter video game, Chun-Li is an undercover Interpol agent seeking to avenge the death of her father. Even though the Chun-Li character is a “good guy,” parents who observe their children playing Street Fighter may instead see the sexy non-white character as a “bad guy.” What they may see when their child, usually a son, plays Chun-Li on Street Fighter is that they are playing with (or “worse,” taking on the avatar of) a sexualized non-white female character. Chun-Li, as a pedagogical tool for children, thus becomes a threat to American notions of normative gender and sexuality.

\footnote{For more on the history of the Barbie Doll and its role in American society, see Tanya Lee Stone, The Good, the Bad, and the Barbie: a Doll’s History and Her Impact on Us. New York: Viking, 2010.}
Minaj’s *alter egoing* doesn’t rework a problematic stereotype (exoticized, non-white woman) or create some kind of bridge between different marginalized non-white women. Chun-Li is a metaphor for Minaj’s own struggles with how others misinterpret her. Chun-Li *alter egoing* is Minaj’s attempt to make legible the struggle of working in a mass-mediated marketplace that habitually relegates complicated women to the role of “bad guy.”

### 3.6.3 Misrepresenting Miss King Kong

Chun-Li *alter egoing* exposes the strictures of misrepresentation and stereotypes with another character of popular culture: King Kong. In the second verse, Minaj wears a “beast” necklace, writhes on the floor and raps, “Now I'm about to turn around and beat my chest/This is King Kong? Yes, Miss King Kong.” In this short scene we are offered what appears to be the epitome of uncontrolledness, a woman writhing on the floor. The uncontrollable unpredictability of a Roman Zolanski-like, “Monster” moment, which this scene seems to feature, parallels key themes of the King Kong story where American explorers invade Skull Island (King Kong’s home) in order to catch and remove the dangerously unpredictable “monster.”  

In the story of King Kong, the “monster” is first considered a threat, but by the end of the film is understood as a protector of the weak.

In her *alter egoing*, Minaj constructs a counter-history. By invoking King Kong, Minaj subsumes its cultural lore, which is intertwined with the story of Godzilla, a creature of destruction empowered by nuclear radiation.  
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weapons, and more specifically western, American imperialism in East Asia, specifically Japan.\textsuperscript{172} King Kong and Godzilla engage in battle, King Kong as the protector of humanity, Godzilla as the destroyer of it. Through the \textit{alter egoing} heuristic, Minaj’s invocation of King Kong becomes a multilayered metaphor. Like King Kong’s battle with Godzilla (a.k.a. western imperialism), Minaj pushes against American notions of acceptable girlhood. When Minaj raps, “Yes, it’s King Kong,” but “they paintin’ me out to be the bad guy” she highlights the experience of being inaccurately labelled and wrongly understood as a threatening, rampaging beast or an insidious femme fatale, when in fact Minaj is a fighter for justice (Chun-Li), a protector of the weak (King Kong).

When interviewed by the digital media company Genius, Minaj explains her relationship to Chun-Li, “The point is that even when you’re fighting for a good cause, people can flip it. I think that I am the good guy, being portrayed as the bad guy.”\textsuperscript{173} The convoluted meta-narrative of her lyrics—a good guy, who is called a bad guy, who is stereotyped as a model minority, who is actually a Black woman—conveys \textit{ecstatic disidentification} as a postmodern referential system that undermines American scripts of womanhood and race.

Borrowing from Roach’s argument that Minaj’s Barbie is a strategy of \textit{disidentification}, Minaj’s \textit{alter egoing} through Chun-Li becomes a survival strategy for navigating the double-bindedness of Black womanhood in popular culture and rap, for those “who do not conform to the phantasm of normative citizenship.”\textsuperscript{174} Such \textit{alter egoing} can be understood as a queer performance art piece of disidentification, “artificial and layered” display that neither assimilates


to nor strictly opposes dominant regimes of identity construction. Chun-Li stands in contrast to Barbie and Roman Zolanski, differently exhibiting the melancholy nature of Minaj’s \textit{alter egoing}. Her “I can do anything” girl-boss attitude is undermined by insufficiently resilient alter egos that reside in a racist heteropatriarchal marketplace, and yet crafts an “intercultural queer positionalit[y] that trouble[s] the dominant heteropatriarchal discourse of Black politics.”

3.7 Conclusion

I categorize \textit{ecstatic disidentification} as a Black feminist theoretical framework. Many Black feminist theorists have long dedicated their scholarship to theorizing the uniquely oppressive white male gaze on Black female bodies, incited by the history of enslavement of African-descended people and its contemporary traces. With the iconic 19\textsuperscript{th}-century case of Sarah Baartman and the abhorrently public use of her flesh in the purview of Black feminist theorists’ work, Black women who lean into their racialized sexuality, who work within oppressive logics, are frequently accused of servicing oppression. Furthermore, in popular criticism, Minaj (and other female rappers like Lil’ Kim and Cardi B) are said to exemplify imperfect feminism and

\begin{itemize}


\item[177] For a critique on the disciplinary impulse to situate Sarah Baartman as a black feminist bio-mythography, see Shoniqua Roach, “Black Respectable Currency: Reading Black Feminism and Sexuality in Contemporary Performance.” \textit{Journal of American culture} (Malden, Mass.) 42, no. 1 (March 2019): 10–20. Scholars have criticized Minaj for objectifying her body and primarily conforming to white beauty ideals (hooks 2014, 2016 and for “Skinny shaming” (Veiga 2014), just to name a few of the many accusations.
\end{itemize}
My designation of Minaj as a Black feminist figure whose artistic practice performs *ecstatic disidentification* may thus seem at odds with many feminist critiques of the rapper from Queens.

It is also worth noting that a significant portion of feminist critique does not consider being an active participant in the neoliberal marketplace or making oneself a product emancipatory. Many feminist scholars build the case that the body as product is not subversive, that women’s bodies are exploited by capitalism, and it is only through the dismantling of capitalism that women are liberated.  

Using philosopher Robin James’s dissection of late-capitalism through the framing of neoliberalism and pop music, one may interpret Minaj’s success as evidence of a racialized subject being unwittingly embedded into multi-racial white supremacist patriarchy (i.e. MRWaSP). In James’s formulation, artists that perform narratives of overcoming, or *resilience*, are folded into the hegemony as evidence of the “good health” of the neoliberal status quo (as in Beyoncé’s *Lemonade*). On the other hand, artists who are unable to recycle their “damage” (read: deviant gender, deviant race, or deviant sexuality) into a consumable product are said to exhibit *melancholy* (such as Rihanna’s *Unapologetic*). James’s definition of melancholy is specific to her particular critique of neoliberalism, in that, “melancholy is failed or inefficient self-capitalization, an insufficiently profitable venture. [...] Melancholy is the refusal to do the affective cultural labor MRWaSP capitalism requires of potentially resilient people.”

With such singles as “Super Bass”
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and “Starships,” Minaj’s crossover success as a Black woman topping the pop charts, appears to render her a non-subversive, resilient actor in the neoliberal marketplace, as per MRWaSP.

The pop consumability of Minaj’s albums, however, belie the melancholy nature of her alter egos therein. As put by Margaret Hunter and Alheli Cuenca,

“Minaj seems to be mimicking the cultural derision of black women more generally by pushing this racist image to its breaking point. When she uses the quote about "nappy headed hoes" from Don Imus, it seems to confirm that this is, in fact, a parody of the excessive racism our culture is saturated with.”

Adding to the negative reception of Minaj’s work, Hot 97’s radio DJ Rosenberg explains his disaffection for Minaj’s pop singles—“We have a culture, a culture we love”—insinuating that the craft of pop is antithetical to hip hop’s culture of organic street authenticity. As noted in the introduction, authenticity in U.S popular music has been coded masculine, both in genre, such as conventional hip hop, and in media format, like the concept album. Other critics condemn Nicki Minaj for what they consider sell-out neoliberalism, a critique that is complicated by American studies scholar, Aria S. Halliday. Summarizing Baldwin, Halliday explains how historically, “Black people saw freedom exacted through the ability to consume and produce in the marketplace, a partial embrace of neoliberalism to assert themselves as citizens.”
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The foregrounding of Minaj’s exposed flesh as product aligns with Meredith LeVande’s analysis of pop music performances by women of color as generally pornified.\textsuperscript{185} What further connects this pornification of women performers to Minaj is Patricia Hill Collins’ theory of sex work and its profound reorientation around Black bodies.\textsuperscript{186} Minaj then is doubly porned by the nature of her profession and her race. This does not mean that the integrity of her personhood is in peril: it does not remove Minaj’s agency. In fact, Nash’s call to turn towards the Black subject and her pleasure, and away from the logics of injury, maps onto LeVande’s and Collins’s frameworks, giving Minaj a unique and powerful position in the discourse on the sexualization of Black women in popular culture. For example, Minaj’s body-product, to use Hunter and Cuenca’s neologism, destabilizes the rap genre, and disorients the consumer by simultaneously embodying rapper and video vixen. One of the most iconic examples of this is “Anaconda.”\textsuperscript{187} “Anaconda” (along with “Super Bass”) offers up lightly clad, full-figured women, but instead of having a central male figure glorying in their exposed flesh, Minaj flexes and stunts. Instead of following misogynistic logics, Minaj strategically creates a neoliberal product that requires a specific gaze from the consumer. In other words, her body-product demands an interaction with her product, an interaction that she herself curates. Minaj forcefully shoves her body-product, a parody of neoliberal heterosexist consumerism, into the masses’ hands through lyrics, music videos and social media presence.


\textsuperscript{187} Released in 2014 as a single for \textit{The Pinkprint}. 
What is interesting to me about the concept of body-product and Minaj’s use of it is its dependence on 1) Minaj’s physical body and 2) her reliance on *alter egoing*. Through her use of the body-product, whether it be by way of Roman Zolanski, Barbie or Chun-Li, she spins a narrative that is tied to a character, which cannot be divorced from her performing body, her flesh.

Minaj’s acts of *ecstatic disidentification* are not unilaterally regressive by their circulation within a neoliberal marketplace. Minaj’s currency in the neoliberal marketplace, her creative curation of the body and voice as a product to be consumed by fans through visual media and social media, and her performance of cultural tropes as more and other than their harmful instantiation has led the way for other artists, like Lil Nas X and Doja Cat. Minaj has mapped out a method of *ecstatic disidentification* for others to follow and allowing for various possibilities in the Black feminist theoretical archive.  
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4.0 Beyoncé: Sasha Fierce, Formation Beyoncé, Pan-African Mother

4.1 Introduction

“Beyoncé reminds us about the particular bodies that are able to transgress boundaries[...].” -Aisha S. Durham, “Home with Hip Hop Feminism.189"

Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, or Beyoncé as she is popularly known, is undoubtedly an icon in American popular culture. Throughout the course of Beyoncé’s career—which includes singer, songwriter, actress, and businessperson—she has earned an incredible number of awards and accolades. Beyoncé has become the most-awarded artist in the MTV Video Music Awards show history (26 awards, including 12 individual awards) and the most-awarded artist at the BET Awards and the Soul Train Awards. With a total of 28 awards and 79 nominations, Beyoncé is the second-most awarded person and the most nominated woman in Grammy history.190 She is the eighth-most-awarded artist at the Billboard Music Awards, with 13 awards. In 2002, Beyoncé became the first African American woman to win the Songwriter of the Year award from American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers. According to the online database IMDB, Beyoncé has won 92 awards and has been nominated 219 times.191 On top of all these accomplishments, Beyoncé’s net worth is estimated to be roughly $500 million, making her one of the richest singers

in the entire world. She has a carefully curated image that has sustained a lasting career, from her
Destiny’s Child days to her current status as a Black business mogul.

Although Beyoncé has accrued significant wealth and national (even global) popularity, this success has not released her from the white regulatory gaze.¹⁹² Such scholars as Ellis Cashmore and Shoniqua Roach have noted the ways Beyoncé is required to walk the specific tightrope of respectability politics reserved for successful Black women.¹⁹³ Cashmore describes key strategies—used by the star figure herself and some implicitly mobilized—that allowed Beyoncé to exercise large degrees of agency even while under the surveillance of the white regulatory gaze.¹⁹⁴ These features include her early self-presentation as ethnically ambiguous (rather than explicitly Black), her body’s alignment with western beauty ideals, and her adherence to heteronormativity by way of marriage to Jay-Z. These all provide her with enough neoliberal cultural capital, it is argued, to belong to the ranks of the “particular bodies that are able to transgress boundaries” as noted in the quote above.¹⁹⁵

Beyoncé has created only one explicitly named alter ego so far, in contrast with Janelle Monáe and Nicki Minaj (discussed in the two previous chapters). This alter ego, Sasha Fierce, differs in important ways from those created by these other two artists. Rather than acting as a protagonist of an elaborate science fiction story (Monáe’s Cindi Mayweather) or a gender-defying “demon” (Minaj’s Roman Zolanski), Beyoncé’s alter ego functions as a performance costume, or shield. In Beyoncé’s own words, she puts on Sasha Fierce when “it’s time for me to work, when

I’m on stage. This alter ego that I’ve created protects me and who I really am.”

Although Beyoncé has formally retired Sasha Fierce—according to a 2010 interview with Allure magazine, she “killed her”—she continues to use a method of disidentification in the form of alter egoing. In this chapter, I explore how these methods enable Beyoncé’s balancing act between the respectable and the sexy, the pop activist and the socially-conscious entertainer, the business person and the diva.

In my analysis I identify three distinct phases of Beyoncé as the following: “Sasha Fierce,” with the release of the 2008 album I Am... Sasha Fierce; “Formation Beyoncé” initiated by the surprise release of the single “Formation” and the 2016 Super Bowl halftime show; and finally, “Pan-African Mother” in Black Is King (2020). I argue that these successive transitions outline Beyoncé’s alter egoing as an ongoing process, a continuously evolving strategy. Furthermore, in tracking Beyoncé’s shifting personas in the context of the affective environment of contemporary US political culture, her unique practice of alter egoing emerges as less a marketing maneuver than a legible practice of disidentification.

This chapter is divided into three parts: “Sasha Fierce, Universality, and Black Cyberfeminist Aesthetics,” “Formation Beyoncé, Specifically Black” and “Pan-African Mother: The Universalizing of American Blackness.” First, I explore Beyoncé’s use of Sasha Fierce in the context of pop feminism universality, branding, and the Obamification of hip hop. Then I analyze Beyoncé’s turn towards specificity through her sonic and visual conjuring of the Black
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south in the visual album *Lemonade*, wherein she explicitly positions herself as part of an “authentic” Black collective. In the third section of the chapter, I analyze Beyoncé’s universalizing of American Blackness through her performance of motherhood, starting with her live performances while pregnant, to her role in the visual album, *Black Is King*. Through this exploration of *alter egoing*, Beyoncé’s evolution from the universal to the specific, from post-racial diva to unambiguously Black superstar, is made legible as a reaction to contemporary political culture.

Although Beyoncé only explicitly created one alter ego, I use *alter egoing* as a heuristic to unravel the different stages of Beyoncé’s career and the evolution of her performance persona. As I track Beyoncé’s themes of universality, specificity, and her universalizing of American Blackness, her *alter egoing* becomes intellectual labor that maps an ambivalence towards notions of race, gender, and sexuality in the pop feminism of Obama/post-Obama America. Through her various forms of *alter egoing*, I argue that Beyoncé negotiates the intersection of post-race, pop feminism & the specific controlling images this regime imposes on Black women.

### 4.2 Sasha Fierce, Universality, and Black Cyberfeminist Aesthetics

Without the work of José E. Muñoz and Jennifer Nash, it would be harder to grasp how Beyoncé’s participation and success within the capitalist marketplace is other than complicit in America’s oppressive (racist cis-heteropatriarchal) system. But if the Black cyberfeminist aesthetics Beyoncé uses while *alter egoing* are taken into account, new emancipatory meaning emerges. Sasha Fierce’s universal pop feminism, which on the surface seems to gloss over her
Blackness and promote Obama-era post-raciality, is undermined by Black cyberfeminist aesthetics. Sasha Fierce, thus, becomes a disidentifying figure.

Sasha Fierce entered the music scene in 2008 with the release of Beyoncé’s third studio album, *I Am… Sasha Fierce*, put out by Columbia Records and Music World Entertainment. *I Am… Sasha Fierce* was released as a double album, with the first disc titled *I Am...* and the second *Sasha Fierce*. The songs in *I Am...* are primarily slow to midtempo pop ballads inspired by R&B. In contrast to the first disc, *Sasha Fierce* consists of uptempo electropop. At the 52nd Annual Grammy Awards ceremony in 2010, the double album garnered seven Grammy Award nominations and by the end of the ceremony collected a record setting six wins, making Beyoncé a record setter for winning the most awards in one night of any female artist.

The album is interesting for a variety of reasons. My interest, which lies in Black women’s disidentification in popular music, was piqued by the album title, which declared an alternate name for one of the most famous mononyms of hip hop. In understanding Sasha Fierce as disidentification, the alter ego bears two distinct, but connected features that start to sketch the tightrope that Beyoncé masterfully walked with the assistance of her alter ego.

Sasha Fierce’s apparently femme heterosexualitie belies how she insidiously destabilizes cis-heteronormative binaries. For example, Beyoncé describes Sasha Fierce as her “more aggressive, more outspoken side and more glamorous side that comes out when I’m working and when I’m on the stage.”

Glamor is a traditionally feminine feature that is typically confined to figures that embody upward mobility and respectability. A historical case in point is Motown’s image curation of their 1960s Black girl groups, such as the Shirelles and the Supremes.\(^{200}\) The shaping of girl groups, specifically non-white girl groups in the 1960s, into glamorous commodities increased their marketability to both Black and white middle class audiences and consumers.

Sasha Fierce is not only glamorous, but aggressive. As a somehow separate entity, the alter ego allows Beyoncé to safely appropriate aggression for herself. *Alter egoing* enables this duality. By attributing glamor and aggression to Sasha Fierce, Beyoncé is protected from some of the critiques that have been waged against other Black artists that do not strictly adhere to racially gendered expectations, such as the cases of Beyoncé’s direct predecessor Tina Turner, or the 1970s rocker Betty Davis, or Beyoncé’s contemporary Lil’ Kim, all of whom have been criticized for their aggressive lyrics and performance.\(^{201}\) To be sure, Beyoncé has undergone extreme critique, such as bell hook’s infamous “terrorist” label.\(^{202}\) However, the duality intrinsic in *alter egoing* permitted the simultaneous display of Beyoncé’s respectability off the stage and Sasha Fierce’s aggression and glamour in performance. An iconic moment of Sasha Fierce’s aggression and glamour, or aggressive glamour, comes at the end of the “Singles Ladies” music video. The music cuts and the medium close-up shot features Sasha Fierce’s glamorously coiffed hair noticeably disheveled, her chest heaving after her aggressive approach to the choreography.

Another feature that largely contributes to Sasha Fierce’s subversion of the normative gendering of Black women is her engagement with cyberfeminism through the cyborg and sonic


evocation of the technological. Afrofuturism, posthumanism and technofeminism all can in some way be applied to the sonic and visual features used in conjunction with Sasha Fierce.\textsuperscript{203} As discussed in the Introduction chapter, I take inspiration from Meina Yates-Richard’s \textit{black cyberfeminist sonic aesthetics} and label Sasha Fierce’s evocation of the technological as \textit{Black cyberfeminist aesthetics}. In using Black cyberfeminist aesthetics to understand Sasha Fierce’s sonic and visual techniques, I am signaling both a connection to and a break from Afrofuturism, which is defined by Ytasha Womack as “an intersection of imagination, technology, the future, and liberation.”\textsuperscript{204} As per the discussion of Afrofuturism in the Introduction chapter, much of Afrofuturism disregards gender and inadvertently renders the genre implicitly male-centric as the literary genre is dominated by writers who are men. Thus, by invoking Black cyberfeminism, rather than Afrofuturism, I make gender, specifically Black womanhood, an essential matrix of my analysis. Sasha Fierce’s use of Black cyberfeminist aesthetics allows Beyoncé to bend gender expectations without severing her from the benefits that come with adherence to respectability politics. In the songs “Diva” and “Single Ladies,” Sasha Fierce draws from literary and musical traditions of the technological, which are traditionally marked as masculine, and in turn presents a deviant femininity through \textit{alter egoing}.

The Black cyberfeminist aesthetics in “Diva,” “Single Ladies” and the 2007 BET performance connect Beyoncé to science fiction. In the BET performance Beyoncé, like Monáe, pays homage to the pioneering science fiction film, \textit{Metropolis} (1927) by using the imagery of the

\textsuperscript{203} For a definition of Afrofuturism, refer back to the chapter, “Introduction;” Posthumanism generally refers to the theoretical destabilizing of the assumption of the human as the center of the universe and/or orientation, see Mads Rosendahl Thomsen and Jacob Wamberg, \textit{The Bloomsbury Handbook of Posthumanism} (London: Bloomsbury Publishing Plc, 2020). Technofeminism refers to the mutual shaping of gender and technology “in which technology is both a source and a consequence of gender relations,” see Judy Wajcman, \textit{TechnoFeminism}. Cambridge (UK: Polity Press, 2004), 7.
female android, a foreshadowing of the femme-bot Beyoncé of the “Diva” music video trailer (2010).\textsuperscript{205} (See Figure 20)

![Figure 20: Beyoncé in 2007 BET Awards performance.](image)

The hip hop scholar Tricia Rose, in an interview with Mark Dery in 1994, interrogates the utility of the robot/cyborg/android icon when applied to Black women. In her words:

I’m not troubled by the cyborg as an imaginary, but by the fact that it’s almost impossible for the average young woman to see herself as a person who could take up that much social space. It suggests a social and psychological containment that makes it impossible for the woman to see themselves as major actors in a technological world.\textsuperscript{206}

Here, Rose voices her discomfort with the cyborg as being a somehow necessary stand-in for women who are unable to simply be human in a technological world that operates according to white patriarchal logics. Although this is a valuable point made by Rose, I perceive women’s

\textsuperscript{205} The classic German expressionist film, directed by Fritz Lang.
\textsuperscript{206} Tricia Rose qtd in Dery 1994, 216.
current use of the cyborg or android a bit differently. The female android provides a gendered Du Boisian stance. In looking at oneself through the gaze of the oppressor, these instances of cyborg-avatars act to deconstruct the gaze of the oppressor by making sexism explicit. James, in her sonic and visual analysis of “Single Ladies” states that the song isn’t about women, “it’s about robots” and the treatment of women as machines.²⁰⁷ Whereas the song may seem to be promoting marriage, property, and heterosexuality, the sonic evocation of the moving of robotic joints proves Beyoncé’s underlying point that: women, equals robots, equals chattel (women = robots = chattel). “Single Ladies,” understood thusly, is a critique of the 21st-century marriage-industrial complex, and Black women’s distinct restriction therein.²⁰⁸

With this critique of marriage in mind, it is interesting to note that the same year that “Single Ladies” was released, two of the most recognizable Black women in contemporary political and popular culture–Beyoncé and Michelle Obama–became icons of the marriage-industrial complex. Beyoncé traded in her single lady status and married Jay-Z, while Michelle Obama prepared to take residence in the White House as the First Lady of the United States, effectively assuming the role of the quintessential American housewife.

“Diva,” through two distinct media avenues, presents differing ways of performing Black womanhood through Black cyberfeminist aesthetics. Beyoncé has a track record for releasing music in novel ways: visual albums, documentaries, trailers. “Diva” is an interesting case in that not only was a music video released, but two years after the release of the song, a “trailer” was released on Beyoncé VEVO on November 10, 2010. This trailer, which starts much like a music video and then shifts to a live staged performance, contains no clear citation of the reason for this

²⁰⁸ Ibid.
method of release or who produced it. When taking a closer look at this trailer it seems as though Beyoncé uses Sasha Fierce to bring awareness to the very psychological containment that Rose identifies in her interview with Dery. For example, the trailer starts with a monologue in which Beyoncé describes her strenuous work schedule. As she describes how no one pays attention to what her body needs through the rigorous rehearsals, the trailer opens with an android version of Beyoncé, walking stiltedly, encased in plastic and metal (see Figure 21). A closeup on Sasha Fierce’s face reveals a tear falling from her eye. This “containment” that the android represents allows for the invisible bonds of the diva to be made visible. When in monologue Beyoncé recounts her demanding rehearsal schedule and her android eyes well up with tears, we are made aware of the marketplace machine to which every pop artist must bend to for success, even the indomitable Sasha Fierce.

Figure 21: Still of Beyoncé in “Diva” trailer
The shot zooms into android Sasha Fierce’s eye until her iris evolves into a constellation that fades and overlaps into a packed stadium at a Beyoncé concert. We now see Beyoncé performing live with a screen behind her with shots from the actual music video. Flanking either side of Beyoncé are male and female dancers in skintight gold suits, masks, and skull caps, every bit of human flesh covered in metallic gold, referencing the mannequins from the “Diva” music video. Once Beyoncé starts the iconic head-whipping dance associated with the music video, the lights dim and all you can see is her outline and her illuminated oversized belt, in the general shape of the female reproductive system.

Whereas the trailer for “Diva” seems to focus more on the unrealistic expectations and invisible labor of women, highlighted by the uterine shaped belt, the music video, complete with smoking cigars and car explosions, works more towards troubling the gender binary that the juxtaposition of the terms “diva” and “hustler” evoke. Looking not to the trailer but to the music video, media and American studies scholar Jaap Kooijman argues that in “Diva” Beyoncé copies the masculine style and aesthetics of hip hop, and instead of performing a male fantasy—as is often ascribed to women in hip hop—Sasha Fierce coopts and even mocks hip hop masculinity.\(^{209}\) Despite this difference in message, both the trailer and the music video emphasize the constructed nature of womanhood, specifically Black womanhood, in the disjointed movements of the android of the trailer and dismembered mannequins in the car trunk of the music video. And rather than Haraway’s interpretation of the android-cyborg as emancipatory, “Diva”’s cyborg is a dystopian, Stepford wife-like figure.

This brings us back to the “Diva” trailer, in which Beyoncé explicitly recounts the commodification of her body: “Almost nine days without resting my voice, my body and my mind.

And I’m just really upset that I don’t have anyone that’s concerned about my body and my well-being.”  

These sonic allusions, taken together with the music video imagery of a cyborg hand (see Figure 22) and dismembered mannequins, in the words of James, “implies that black pop divas are droids, programmed from adolescence to perform as hyperfeminine cyborgs.” Thus marks Beyoncé’s efforts to work within and potentially subvert gender expectation through the visual and sonic mechanics of her body-product. I would argue that Beyoncé’s evocation of sub- or post-humanhood is not a performance of the hyperfeminine, but rather a destabilizing femme heterosexuality, particularly in “Single Ladies.” With a cyborg hand, Sasha Fierce becomes the product of posthuman miscegenation, part human, part android. Sasha Fierce’s posthuman miscegenation disqualifies her from normative white femininity. The sound of Sasha Fierce’s shortness of breath and her mechanized joints being tightened signal her intersectional fatigue.

---

The fatigue that Beyoncé voices in “Diva” and “Single Ladies” can be understood as a gendered weariness. Femininity is a commodifiable theme in which one-half of the world could presumably identify with and consume. During this Sasha Fierce era, the themes of Beyoncé’s music consisted primarily of pop feminist anthems, girl power, and romance. The strong emphasis on themes of gender worked to gloss over her Blackness and make her appear more universal. Cashmore pushes the idea of Sasha Fierce as a neoliberal brand, offering a mixed indictment of the alter ego, pronouncing her the “most preposterous yet accomplished industrial innovation yet.”

Through his analysis, Cashmore observes what he perceives as Beyoncé’s most intangible product: the post-raciality of America. And therein lies Beyoncé’s connection to the circulation of politicized affects surrounding the 2008 election of Barack Obama (audacious hope and post-racial optimism).
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213 Ellis Cashmore, “Buying Beyoncé,” *Celebrity Studies* 1, no. 2 (2010): 141. A concise definition of neoliberalism entails seeing every aspect of society, even those typically considered civic or community affairs, in the terms of the market economy.
Even while white (male) nostalgia bubbled below the surface of political and popular culture, Obama’s audacious hope promoted later during his campaign and presidency leached into contemporary popular culture. At the 2008 Democratic Convention, Jay-Z voiced the belief of many hopeful others, saying: “you can be anything you want to be in the world. Black people are no longer left out of the American dream.” The post-race optimism of Obama and Jay-Z seemed reflected in, or was perhaps influenced by, Sasha Fierce’s lyrics that elide race.

Without considering Sasha Fierce’s reliance on Black cyberfeminist aesthetics, I would agree with Cashmore’s neoliberal critique of Beyoncé, that Sasha Fierce was created to be an open source material, an easily consumable product. Attending to the aesthetics that make up Sasha Fierce, however, complicates this reading. This idea of closed-source versus open-source material, or put another way, universality versus specificity, brings us back to Sasha Fierce’s engagement with the circulation of politicized affects surrounding the 2008 election of Obama. Even though Sasha Fierce used Black cyberfeminist aesthetics, which directly connects her to critiques of race, her broader critique of the patriarchy was more overt. In other words, in this era of alter egoing Beyoncé’s elision of race gave Sasha Fierce a perceived universality that fit with the Obama-era optimism of post-raciality.

Only weeks into Obama’s administration, Obama’s audacious hope in postracial universality was undercut by a rising awareness of police brutality in popular media. In January 2009 in Oakland, California Johannes Mehserle, a transit officer, shot the 22-year-old unarmed Black man Oscar Grant. The brutality of the murder, a young man, handcuffed and lying face-down on the public transportation platform, extinguished much of the optimism of those who believed that with the 2008 Democratic win of the White House the nation was moving away from
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its racist history, towards a postracial, meritocratic utopia. Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor writes in The Guardian:

The optimism that coursed through black America in 2008 seemed a million miles away. [...] As for President Obama, he turned out to be very different from candidate Obama, who had stage-managed his campaign to resemble something closer to a social movement. He had conjured much hope, especially among African Americans – but with great expectations came even greater disappointments.215

Obama’s administration proved that having a Black president does not automatically eradicate racism in America, moreover, that the Black experience is not universally American. The highly publicized and politicized murder of Oscar Grant, a Black man, at the hands of a white servicemen exposed the fallacy of America as postracial.

4.3 Formation Beyoncé and Black Specificity

“[T]he management of Beyoncé’s narrative as a black female activist involves the careful management of the coding of her blackness.”216 – Sarah Olutola

Beyoncé’s racially universal girl-boss alter ego disappeared and was replaced with a Beyoncé that explicitly promoted Blackness. Beyoncé’s careful management of her Blackness, from postracial girl-boss universality to Southern Black specificity, leads me to ask, what coding of Blackness did Sasha Fierce provide, and why did Beyoncé see fit to retire this alter ego and craft an alter egoing practice that effectively adjusted the shade of her Blackness? In pursuit of the answer to this question, I turn to the iconic moment when Beyoncé overtly aligned herself with

poor southern Black America. In the opening scene of the music video, “Formation,” Beyoncé sits atop a police car surrounded by homes partially submerged in water. Post-Katrina New Orleans is visually conjured and confirmed by New Orleanian rapper and YouTube personality Messy Mya’s disembodied question: “What happened at the New Orleans?” The next five shots feature symbols of police and Black bodies in movement, visuals which 21st-century American sensibilities connect to police brutality on Black Americans and the BlackLivesMatter movement. The scene jumps from New Orleanian neighborhoods to a suited Black preacher at a pulpit, to homes in flooded wreckage. In the first moments of “Formation,” Beyoncé plants herself in the Black south. With such lyrics as “Jackson 5 nostrils” and insider references as “hot sauce in my bag, swag,” Formation Beyoncé emerges and extinguishes the open-source universality of Sasha Fierce, firmly fixing Beyoncé to an “authentic” Black collective. Or, in of lyrics “Formation,” “You mix that Negro with that Creole make a Texas Bama.”

As Beyoncé’s alter egoing shifted towards explicit Blackness, the American political culture likewise leaned more heavily into identity politics and politicized affects. Upon the symbolic unseating of whiteness from the nation’s most powerful position, a turn toward nostalgia, specifically white (male) nostalgia, arose in US political culture. Michael Kimmel analyzes this political affective shift—specifically analyzing the distinct anger expressed by white men—noting the ironic dissonance of Obama’s audacious hopefulness and the incumbent warning signs of MAGA-culture:

It’s ironic, since the election of Barack Obama, the first African American president of the United States, was meant to suggest that America was becoming a “postracial” society. [...] But Obama’s election and reelection have actually elicited the most viciously racist public discourse—only thinly veiled behind well-worn code words—in which Tea Partiers and other activists shout racial epithets at elected members of Congress, and half of those partiers believe that Obama has usurped the presidency, having been born outside of the United States.[...] Having declared ourselves postracial, suddenly white people have given themselves more permission to express deep-seated racism. It’s as if having a
specific target for their rage enables their racism, because they have already congratulated themselves for not believing those racial slurs about ‘all of them.’

4.3.1 Shifts in Hip Hop

Despite the rise in white (male) nostalgia and the disappointment of those who saw the disparity between candidate Obama and President Obama, some streams of hip hop took on positive narratives and aligned with Obama’s audacious hopefulness. Jay-Z, Ludacris, Lil Wayne, Big Boi, and Will.i.am are just a few known for their interpellation of Obamification. Although hip hop politics have always been heterogeneous, the optimistic trend of the Obama era is a distinct shift in the genre, as hip hop themes have been historically critical of America from the genre’s inception in the 1970s as marginalized Black Americans and Puerto Ricans in the Bronx voiced their discontent in response to government neglect and increasingly unlivable conditions.

There have always been popular music artists voicing more critical stances, but a distinct cohort of hip hop artists emerged during the 2010s. They produced music that aligned with the historical roots of the genre, acutely accusing the governing forces of marshal action towards people of color. Their musical (and extra-musical) output is distinct in its use of the visual rhetoric of the Black Lives Matter movement, from Childish Gambino’s surrealist exposition of Black death in “This is America” (2018) to Janelle Monáe’s “Americans” (2018). Many artists of color have used police brutality and Black surveillance as themes in their music; one of the more recent

releases is an emotion picture, “Turntables,” by Janelle Monáe that addresses Black voter suppression and BLM protests. In *Audible Empire: Music, Global Politics, Critique*, Ronald Michael Radano and Tejumola Olaniyan argue that, “If understanding the myriad ways that the U.S. state wields its power within and outside the boundaries of its nation requires a historical contextualization, hip hop offers a method of critical analysis that links the present to the past.”

In the watershed moment in US political history that was the election of Obama, hip hop maintained a logic of ambivalence, perhaps best exemplified by Killer Mike, in and out of his music simultaneously “accuses Obama of betraying American citizens, even as he insists that not supporting the [former] president amounts to a thing of treachery in and of itself.”

The emergence of Formation Beyoncé coincided both with Obama’s administration and the rise in a neo-racist pre-MAGA rhetoric in American political culture. In Stephanie Li’s introduction to Beyoncé, she connects contemporary political culture and the rise of Beyoncé’s status as cultural icon. To quote in full, Li says of Beyoncé:

> Like a politician, she vacillates and changes her image to conform to broader social shifts. Not only has Beyoncé changed, but the demands and needs of our contemporary moment have radically shifted as well. Much of her popularity derives from her canny ability to read and respond to both the musical and popular marketplaces. It is no coincidence that Beyoncé has emerged as a powerful media and cultural force during the most significant political movement since the civil rights era: Black Lives Matter.

Beyoncé has shifted away from her girl-boss alter ego and instead has performed a different but related strategy, an alter ego in the time of BackLivesMatter, which I call “Formation Beyoncé.”

I want to mark this point in my analysis with what I see as an intervention in the conventional understanding of Beyoncé’s image as a curated brand, put simply, that Beyoncé’s
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public image is always a carefully controlled response to the free market and never authentically unrehearsed, thus devoid of emancipatory potential. My application of alter egoing to Beyoncé complicates the assessment of her shifting image as solely an opportunistic maneuvering. I am not arguing against the idea that Beyoncé can be understood as a type of business that is responding to the free market. Alter egoing allows me to interrogate Beyoncé’s disidentifying potential, and identify how particular Beyoncé’s express agency even while operating within commercial constraints of a neoliberal marketplace. Even though Beyoncé never claims to have created an alter ego aside from Sasha Fierce, the alter egoing heuristic highlights her distinct curation of affect through an implied backstory and a trackable, consistent identity-formation narrative.

4.3.2 Lemonade’s Shaping of Specificity

Lemonade was released on April 23, 2016. It was preluded with no publicity or advertising and dropped as a surprise album with an accompanying visual album. The album was released by Parkwood Entertainment and Columbia Records, and the visual album on HBO. “Formation” was the lead single for Lemonade. It was released on February 6, 2016 through Parkwood Entertainment and met with critical acclaim.224 A day after its premiere, Beyoncé performed “Formation” during her guest performance at the Superbowl 50 halftime show. Lemonade (the album and visual album) follows Beyoncé through her experience of Jay-Z’s infidelity. The album consists of different affective phases Beyoncé experiences on her way to forgiving her husband. “Formation” is an anomaly in that it functions as a kind of coda, coming after the resolution of

Beyoncé’s story and is thematically separate from the rest of the album. It does not express Beyoncé’s feelings towards Jay-Z. It is instead an anthem for Black women in the context of BLM. The release of “Formation” marked a distinct turn in Beyoncé’s image. I will refer to this change in Beyoncé—the artist, activist, brand and business mogul, and all that makes up Beyoncé during this time—as “Formation Beyoncé.” The album from which Formation Beyoncé emerges is the most genre diverse of all her albums. Lemonade includes R&B (“Pray You Catch Me,” “6 Inch,” “Love Drought”), reggae (“Hold Up”), rock (“Don’t Hurt Yourself”), dance (“Sorry”), country (“Daddy Lessons”), ballad (“Sandcastles”), soul (“Freedom”), and of course hip hop which is primarily represented in “Formation.” Amidst this demonstration of genre flexibility, Formation Beyoncé signals a turn towards the specific with such lyrics as “My daddy Alabama, Momma Louisiana/You mix that negro with the Creole make a Texas bama.” Formation Beyoncé is the specific experience of a Black woman living in the American South. Saturday Night Live declared that the release of “Formation” was “The Day Beyoncé Turned Black.”225 As put by Lauren V. Highsmith, Creole and proud, Beyoncé is known to unashamedly put on for (yet simultaneously commodify) her Louisiana roots in her art, and did so again when using Vodún as the aesthetic and ideological thread for her 2016 visual album Lemonade. Engaging and deploying motifs of Yoruba Orisha, BaKongo cosmology, and Mende ritual, Beyoncé created a contemporary narrative for Black femme spiritual liberation.226

This may seem more an assessment of fan reception, however, if you remember the words of Beyoncé during her Sasha Fierce era, she had once said, “I’m universal . . . no one’s paying attention to what race I am. I’ve kind of proven myself. I’m past that” (2009).227 So, this turn from

universality—a term often subconsciously conflated with whiteness—to specificity was not just in the perception of the viewers of *Lemonade*, it was literally stated by the singer herself.

Celebrities act as guideposts pointing out shortcuts to “the good life,” as put by Wilson and Gutiérrez. In the specific case of pre-*Lemonade* Beyoncé, the shortcut to the American dream is the belief that race is no longer an issue, thus her intense focus on girl power, feminism, and issues of gender. According to Cashmore, “the most valuable product Beyoncé sells is a particular conception of America – as a nation where history has been, if not banished, rendered insignificant. Her ability to do so is predicated on her ethnic ambiguity.” This perceived “ethnic ambiguity” is a luxury not afforded to all Black women. As we will see with the release of “Formation,” however, Beyoncé turns towards producing closed content, or content that has an exclusive audience (read: not white). It is with this release that the ambiguity, or universality of Sasha Fierce is decidedly rejected; it is with this release that “Beyoncé Turned Black.” “Formation” was the song and music video that crystallized this turn towards Black femaleness in America.

Instead of severing commercially-motivated universalization from *Formation* Beyoncé, Sarah Olutoloa notes the uncomfortable relationship between Beyoncé’s *Lemonade*-era mixing of social activism and commercialism. She argues that:

As Eurocentric logics of race, capitalism, patriarchy, and biopolitical control mix uncomfortably with the pervasive message of black power, the film exposes the inconsistencies that have ultimately arisen in Beyoncé’s public persona as she has attempted to absorb social justice movements into a radical, but consumable brand – a brand that both challenges and placates the demands of a neoliberal and white supremacist music industry.
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With the specific form Beyoncé took to “turn Black,” she simultaneously aligned herself with Black activism and Black power. With her highly visible performance of “Formation” at the Superbowl, she strengthened her own brand by linking it to Black resistance movements in the post-Ferguson era. Through this linkage she ensured her success by crafting herself as a symbol of Black activism.

Formation Beyoncé’s alter egoing was tied to Blackness but was also accompanied with different representations of gender and sexuality. In recalling Sasha Fierce, I determined that she provided Beyoncé an avenue for gender-bending, destabilizing both hip hop masculinity and Black femininity. Formation Beyoncé also offers new representations of gender and sexuality. The notable switch from the universally accessible girl-boss feminism of Sasha Fierce to the militantly deep-Southern Black American specificity of Formation Beyoncé was accompanied by notably queer resonances. Musicologist Lauron Kehrer looks at Lemonade, zeroes in on “Formation” and points out its queer musical lineage. She notes the use of Big Freedia and Messy Mya’s voice, both queer performers of New Orleans bounce. She also notes Beyoncé’s late public acceptance of queer culture in tandem with the decrease in professional risk due to recent legal victories and a wider social acceptance of LGBTQ culture. Kehrer has valid criticism of Beyoncé, which include “Formation’s” erasure of queer voices through its lack of crediting of her queer inspiration and her silence on the death of Messy Mya. Kehrer, however, does not shy away from pointing out the ways in which “Formation” and Lemonade as a whole helps queer populations. Kehrer argues that:
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In Lemonade, the evocations of Ballroom, sissy bounce, and other largely queer cultures help to support these reconfigurations of kinship by offering alternative kinship models that are not predicated on white supremacist heteropatriarchal familial structures, i.e. structures modeled on a nuclear family. In other words, the resonances of queer relationship structures suggest alternative, non-oppressive models that are echoed in Beyoncé’s representations of relationships between black women. (94)

Thus, despite Beyoncé’s problematic participation in queer erasure, her assembling of extra-familial women in what reads as a family unit allows for queer kinship formations. In other words, Formation Beyoncé’s creation and promotion of women-centric non-white kinship networks throughout Lemonade “resist[s] white supremacist heteropatriarchal family norms and other oppressive structures.”

Oneka Labennett also looks at kinship formation. Through Lemonade, Labennett provides a queer critique of what she calls the genre-defying autoethnographic text. She argues that Lemonade’s autoethnographic kinship formation “employs Black women kinfolk to serve as a moral compass, a political point of mobilization, and an ‘antidote’ to what ails Black families.”

In Beyoncé’s curation of a sisterhood of fictive kin—with the inclusion of the “mothers of the movement,” famous athletes (Serena Williams), and young Black faces of Hollywood (Zendaya), she reimagines how Black marriage, sexuality, and kinship are popularly understood (monogamous, heterosexual, and patriarchal), thus creating what Labennett calls autoethnographic kinship formation. Further along the queer critique, as noted in Labennett’s title of her article, “Beyoncé and Her Husband,” Beyoncé and Jay-Z’s union is doubly queered in that it is a Black union—white straight unions being normative—that only further contests
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heteronormativity in its positioning of Beyoncé’s name first. In other words, the title of the piece queers the gendered stereotyping of Beyoncé’s nuclear family structure. Furthermore, she explores how *Lemonade* constructs queer kinship structures and (un)conventional spousal roles. Through this construction, Beyoncé generates a poiesis that, rather than locating Black women’s liberation in conjugality (as in the order of respectability politics), situates it within her autoethnographic kinship formation. Labennett brings in C. Riley Snorton’s “glass closet” in her analysis of the Black family and its impingement of interiority due to damaging stereotypes.239 Although *Lemonade* has done much work for Black women via these queer resonances, Beyoncé lack of commitment to visual representations of gender-nonconforming bodies weakens the impact of this work.

Despite the glaring imperfections of this era of *alter egoing*, Formation Beyoncé focuses less on her personal accomplishments and encourages the women around her to band together and create collective change. Even in an anthem concerning capital, Formation Beyoncé and the “Diva” of Sasha Fierce stand in contrast. Whereas Sasha Fierce boasts:

Diva is a female version of a hustla  
Of a hustla, of a, of a hustla  
Stop the track let me state facts  
I told gimme a minute and I’ll be right back  
Fifty million around the world, and they say that I couldn’t get it  
I done got so sick and filthy with Benji’s, I can’t spend it.

*Formation Beyoncé* counsels:

Okay, ladies, now let’s get in formation, I slay  
Okay, ladies, now let’s get in formation  
You know you that bitch when you cause all this conversation  
Always stay gracious, best revenge is your paper.

---

Formation Beyoncé, however, offers a more nuanced understanding of the kind of work Black women do and a distinct attitude towards marketplace logics. Leaving behind familiar refrains about hustling and solely making money to prove the industry wrong, Formation Beyoncé encourages women to organize, become educated, and yes, acquire financial stability for their own mental health: “always stay gracious, best revenge is your paper.” This work is less focused on individual aggrandizement than on the possibilities of the collective.

4.4 Pan-African Motherhood and the Universalizing of American Blackness

Beyoncé’s ever-more frequent references to the maternal (implicit, overt, or projected) is a form of alter egoing that I call Pan-African Mother, which began to materialize during the Formation Beyoncé era. Beyoncé’s work began to overlap activist iconography with presentations of motherhood. The first glimmers of Beyoncé as Pan-African Mother started with Beyoncé’s public presentation of her first pregnancy at the MTV Video Music Awards in 2011 and her following pregnancy in 2017 when she performed at the VMAs. (see Figure 23 and 24) The height of her Pan-African Mother era culminated in the 2020 visual album, Black Is King. (see Figure 25) Rather than pop feminist universality (Sasha Fierce alter egoing) or Black American specificity, Pan-African Mother alter egoing attempts to universalize Blackness. Beyoncé as Pan-African Mother generates a specifically Black American strategy, for “African American imaginings of Africa often intermingle with—and help illuminate–intimate hopes and desires for Black life in the United States.” Pan-African Mother alter egoing, therefore, highlights the possibilities and limits of African American-centered Blackness
Figure 23: Beyoncé performing at the 2011

Figure 24: Beyoncé performing at the Grammys 2017.
Black Is King was written, directed, and executive produced by Beyoncé. The visual album was an extension of her 2019 record, The Lion King: The Gift. The album was dropped July 31, 2020 on Disney+, only a month after the project was announced (a deluxe edition of The Gift was released alongside the film, which includes the song “Black Parade”). At the 63rd Annual Grammy Awards, Black Is King was nominated for Best Music Film, and “Brown Skin Girl” won the award for Best Music Video.

The album starts with the song “Bigger.” The lyrics of the chorus are based on The Lion King scene when Mufasa, the father of the protagonist Simba, teaches the lesson that individuals make up the bigger circle of life. Beyoncé enters the scene with the backing of an organ-like synth, walking along a body of water with an infant cradled in her arms in what visually alludes to a baptismal ceremony or even to the story of the infant Moses left amongst the river reeds. The verse is spoken from the point of view of the maternal as she describes her aspirations to be a good mother and wife. Beyoncé sings in a soft conversational, almost lullaby tone, as though she is talking to her infant children as they are falling asleep in her arms. The organ, the ephemeral
vocalizing and women ceremoniously swinging smoking thuribles conjures up a kind of sonic high church, with Beyoncé as officiating priest. Beyoncé’s spoken-word style recreates Beyoncé into a priestly-maternal figure. In this first song of the visual album, Beyoncé is situated as life-giver and lesson-bearer. By drawing on biblical imagery (incense, baptism, basket floating down a river) and lyrics (“life is your birthright,” “bible verse,”) and the tale of The Lion King, Beyoncé is crafted as Pan-African Mother, a maternal ancestor.

*Black Is King* is not the first time Beyoncé has been stylized as maternal. Such scholars as Daphne A. Brooks and Jennifer C. Nash take an explicitly female-gendered maternal look at Beyoncé, one in the context of Beyoncé’s post-Katrina “Upgrade U” release and her public performances of pregnancy. Brooks argues that “Upgrade U” reinforces Beyoncé’s focus on ownership, personal property, and surrogacy. Brooks further argues that Beyoncé’s efforts to maintain spatial control in various circumstances ultimately render her a surrogate for the suffering of Black women due to Hurricane Katrina. In “Black Maternal Aesthetics,” Nash analyzes how Beyoncé takes up normative and mainstream modes of performance to reinvigorate and reinvest the political through an aesthetics of “abundance” that she reads in Beyoncé’s performance of pregnancy and Black motherhood. Ethnomusicologist Atesh Sonneborn notes Beyoncé’s incorporation of African folk lullabies in *Black Is King* that date back to at least the mid-20th century. The use of lullabies further situating her maternal status to the Black diaspora.

In my analysis of Pan-African Mother *alter egoing*, I expand on this work on Beyoncé and maternity by contrasting her earlier *alter egoing* eras (the early-years Sasha Fierce individual
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universality and the specificity of Formation Beyoncé racial membership via BlackLivesMatter iconography), to her most recent alter ego strategy, in which her performance of motherhood crafts her into a maternal figurehead for the broader Black diaspora.

Beyoncé’s 2011 and 2017 performance of pregnancy—literally performing while visually pregnant—and her continued performance of maternity in Black Is King takes on a phenomenology of a specific type of femaleness that disrupts lines of reasoning that emerge from misogynistic and patriarchal logics. Through the display of her pregnant body, Beyoncé disrupts the binary of subject and object on which patriarchal hierarchies depend. As put by Adrienne Rich:

In early pregnancy, the stirring of the fetus felt like ghostly tremors of my own body, later like the movements of a being imprisoned within me; but both sensations were my sensations, contributing to my own sense of physical and psychic space.

The pregnant body has often been culturally divorced from sexuality and eroticism, (or else fetishized). Furthermore, Black women who “fall” pregnant are demonized in popular culture as irresponsible. In a society that sorts women into sexualized whores and desexualized mothers, Beyoncé’s attractive and unruly pregnant body frustrates such binary codings.

Beyoncé as Pan-African Mother bears the conceit that it is through her that all other African-descended people can be birthed into the mainstream of contemporary culture with viable political agency. Like Afrofuturism more broadly, Pan-African Mother troubles temporalities by both looking back to an idealized African home, and forward to an Africanized North America. Through Pan-African Mother, Beyoncé represents a kind of Madonna that nurtures Black folks and protects against the violence of white nationalism.
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243 Kate Manne, Down Girl: The Logic of Misogyny (Oxford: Oxford University Press USA - OSO, 2017), xiv. Manne defines misogyny as that which serves to police and enforce patriarchy.

244 Adrienne Rich, Of Woman Born (New York: W. W. Norton, 1976), 47.
But by what means does Pan-African Mother propose protection from the violence of white nationalism? The first hint is in the name of the visual album. “Black Is King” situates the Black consciousness in African nobility. Pan-African Mother expresses agency with monarchical authority, which implicitly reflects extreme class stratification. Rather than disrupting anti-Blackness through the eradication of racial injustice, Black Is King depends on class inequalities, the power of wealth accumulation and the ability to rule over others. In a sense, Pan-African Mother alludes to a kind of paternalism: with Beyoncé in charge, her subjects will be treated well. Understood less generously, the interpretation of Beyoncé in Black Is King as African oligarch conjures a “notorious generation of postcolonial African dictators.”

Black Is King is Beyoncé’s attempt to, in her words, “present elements of Black history and African tradition, with a modern twist and a universal message.” This goal conflicts with such criticisms as, “Beyoncé doesn’t seem to take contemporary Africa into account in her film and has rooted its imagery in a tribal Africa.”

My critique of Black Is King is an extension of the criticisms leveled against the 2018 music video “Apeshit.” In this music video Beyoncé and Jay-Z appear in formal high fashion inside of the Louvre. (see Figure 26 and 27) The entire music video is filmed in the famous museum, simultaneously conjuring opulent high culture and the fact that real-life Beyoncé (and Jay-Z) has the capital (cultural and monetary) to be able to use the famous Louvre as a film set.

---


Afro-political feminist, Judicaelle Irakoze, tweeted her disappointment that Beyoncé “use[s] her power and status […] to glorify africanness rooted in power game[s] against the white gaze.”

![Figure 26: Beyoncé (left) and Jay-Z (right) at the Louvre in front of the Mona Lisa.](image)

![Figure 27: Beyoncé (left) and Jay-Z (right) at the Louvre in front of the Mona Lisa.](image)

Amongst the limits of her presumably well-intentioned saviorism is Beyoncé’s maintenance of heteronormativity and gender binaries. *Lemonade* in the very least toyed with queer resonances. *Black Is King*, instead of taking steps to further include queer folks, regalized
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249 Judicaelle Irakoze, Twitter post, June 28, 2020, 9:38 a.m., https://twitter.com/Judicaelle_/status/1277249954034188288?c=20&v=NCYf89HQmsH8zwBw6fzUQ
acceptable forms of gender binaries, a decolonized Black masculinity and liberal (if not liberated) Black femininity. In other words, Pan-African Mother contrasts with Formation Beyoncé by explicitly affirming US-based majoritarian conservative Black gender politics.

It must be noted that in *Black Is King*, Beyoncé prominently displayed artists from Nigeria, South Africa, Ghana, and Cameroon. This is an improvement from the visual erasure of queer artists in *Lemonade*, a transgression I noted earlier. What is troubling, though, is the subordinate role these artists play to Beyoncé, a wealthy American. The history of western colonialism and the ongoing imperialism on the African continent can render Beyoncé as yet another superpower accumulating the resources of Africa. This is perhaps the limits of the medium, a mainstream work by a pop star with an avid following (the “Bey Hive”).

A summary of the *Black Is King* on Disney+ gives an insight into Beyoncé’s purpose for the film. It explains that:

“This visual album from Beyoncé reimagines the lessons of *The Lion King* for today’s young kings and queens in search of their own crowns. [...] These timeless lessons are revealed and reflected through Black voices of today, now sitting in their own power. [...] The film is a story for the ages that informs and rebuilds the present. A reunion of cultures and shared generational beliefs. A story of how the people left most broken have an extraordinary gift and a purposeful future.”

4.5 Conclusion

In my estimation, Beyoncé has yet to produce what one may call an unequivocally “radical” Black feminist piece. *Black Is King* highlights the possibilities and limits of African American-
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250 Artists who collaborated on *Black Is King* include: Lebohang Morake, Yemi Alade, Shatta Wale, Salatiel, Wizkid, and Busiswa.
centered Afrofuturism. As put by Russel Rickford, “African American imaginings of Africa often intermingle with—and help illuminate—intimate hopes and desires for Black life in the United States.”\textsuperscript{252} Thus, the emancipatory potential of Pan-African Mother \textit{alter egoing}, is a particularly Black American strategy, which may not, and probably does not, extend to other diasporic populations outside of the US, and even less so for those on the African continent. This does not, however, disqualify \textit{Black Is King} from being a part of a progressive shift towards the inclusion of non-white voices in US popular culture. Author Tineka Smith’s title of an article she wrote for the \textit{Independent} implies the emancipatory potential of \textit{Black Is King} for the African diaspora in North America: “Beyoncé’s 'Black Is King' is not about cultural appropriation. It's a sober truth about black people’s yearning to belong.”\textsuperscript{253}


5.0 Conclusion

Black women in US American mass popular culture have been historically disqualified or erased from scholarly discourse due to racism, sexism, some would say misogynoir logics. In the previous chapters of this dissertation, I explored how Black women in popular culture act as critical interpreters of contemporary political culture when performing through their alter egos. Critical race theory, which primarily cites men of color, has made monumental strides in academia and popular culture; Black feminist theory is still frequently confined into a special topic or unit in gender studies programs. In my study of Janelle Monáe, Nicki Minaj, and Beyoncé, I’ve added to the complex dimensions of Black feminist theory by attaching the practice of alter egoing to a long line of Black feminist knowledge producers that have too often taken the back seat to the male dominated critical race scholarship. Although my analysis is indebted in part to Frantz Fanon’s phenomenological approach to Blackness (1903), I was inspired by the methodological principle of the Black feminist theorist Anna Julia Cooper and Brittney Cooper in that, rather than theorizing the racialized body as solely strife, I approach the “Black female body as a form of possibility.”
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255 Critical race theory is preoccupied with citing W.E.B Du Bois and Frantz Fanon, thus situating them as the forefathers of the CRT canon. In actuality, there is a long line of women that have been theorizing race and Blackness, most notably Anna Julia Cooper, and more recently Brittney Cooper, Vivian May, Patricia Hill Collins, Sirma Bilge, and Anna Carastathis.

In a couple critical ways musicology is behind other humanities-based fields in regards to embodied knowledge critique. It wasn’t until the 1970s that Black music scholarship formally entered American musicological discourse with the work of Eileen Southern (1971). Feminist theory only became solidly situated in American musicological scholarship in the 1990s with the publishing of the work of Susan McClary and Suzanne Cusick.\footnote{McClary (1991) and Suzanne Cusick (1993).} Bearing in mind musicology’s late acceptance of critical race theory and feminist theory, in tandem with the relegation of Black feminist theory to the periphery of women’s studies and its erasure from much of critical race theory, this project is pushing the fields of musicology, critical race theory, and women’s studies to consider Black women of popular culture as knowledge producers and primary sources of epistemological inquiry.

Black women in popular music and culture perform intellectual labor when they engage in the 21st-century heuristic and Black feminist strategy of *alter egoing*. Rather than written manifestos or interviews that engage with political discourse and analysis, the visual album and narrative music video format allows these women to create “worlds of transformative politics and possibilities [...] worlds of ideological potentiality that alter the present and map out a future.”\footnote{José Esteban Muñoz, *Disidentifications: Queers of Color and the Performance of Politics*. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1999), 195.} Their intellectual labor of world building takes the form of *critical optimism, ecstatic disidentification, and* Black cyberfeminist aesthetics, all of which comment on and critique the circulation of politicized affects in contemporary U.S. electoral politics.

Black feminist theory, by way of Intersectionality theory, has a rich history of heuristics and theories of counter-identification. Intersectionality, with its visual metaphor of intersecting matrices, was defined by the Combahee River Collective as an analytic specifically for
understanding the interlocking nature of major systems of oppression. The cultural white imaginary executes these systems of oppression and, as scholar Shoniqua Roach identifies, determines American iconography that denigrates the social imagery and material body of the Black woman. Within such an oppressive American context, intersectionality theory emerged, shaped by multiple scholars who contributed a variety of critical intervention.

Patricia Hill Collins in Black Feminist Thought (first published in 1990) gave the analytic the matrix of domination that, rather than emphasizing identity and subjectivity, articulates varying structures of power. Essentially, the matrix of domination demonstrates how oppressions are organized, which can position any one subject as both the oppressed and oppressor. Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham in the metalanguage of race theorized other categories of marginalization (gender, class, sexuality) as nonetheless raced categories. Frances Beal and Deborah King contributed double jeopardy and multiple jeopardy, respectively. These theories understand the layering of oppressions (racism, sexism, classism, etc.) as either additive (Beal 1969) or compounded (King 1988).

Intersectionality’s rich intellectual history, of which I only pinpointed a few nodes, is most often associated with Crenshaw’s 1989 and 1991 articles in which she offered the titular metaphor. Since coining the term intersectionality, Crenshaw has been crowned in women’s
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studies as the creator of Black feminism. Vivian May and Britney Cooper, however, push the emergence of a Black feminist analytic and praxis back to Anna Julia Cooper’s work on *race women*, and her book *A Voice from the South* (1892) wherein the interdependence of race, gender, class, and region is explored.\(^{264}\)

My own study has led me to Janelle Monáe, Nicki Minaj, and Beyoncé and their alter ego strategies. There are many more artists who have alter egos, stage personas and alternate personalities: Erykah Badu, Lil’ Kim, Lil Nas X, Prince, Shakira, Madonna, Eminem, Garth Brooks, Elton John. In my own work I focused specifically on contemporary Black women artists and on *alter egoing* as a way of interpreting the critical work an alter ego enables these women to perform. This critical work takes on various forms. It can be a performance strategy, an avenue for disconnecting the performing subject from the transgressive, political orientation of their work. It is a useful technique for Black women who need to maintain ties to normativity and respectability, such as Beyoncé’s use of Sasha Fierce and Monáe’s early *alter egoing* through Cindi Mayweather.

*Alter egoing* is a heuristic that makes Monáe’s, Minaj’s, and Beyoncé’s refashioning of artistic imaginaries legible as intellectual labor in response to contemporary political events. Stated in various ways throughout this dissertation, Black women have created many strategies of disidentification that resituate the Black agent in contemporary political culture, a culture that has historically used the Black body, in the words of scholar Stuart Hall, “as if it was, and it often was, the only cultural capital we had.”\(^{265}\) The affective fluidity of *alter egoing*—from the optimism of

---


Monáe, to the ecstasy of Minaj, to the glamorous aggression of Beyoncé—allows mass-mediated artists to critique American notions of race, gender, and sexuality through the distinctive means of artistic creation. *Alter Egoing* as a strategy maps an ongoing fashioning of the corporal and vocal body that allows Black women to critique contemporary political culture, but still circulate inside of it. *Alter egoing* is an act of *ecstatic disidentification*, the Black cyberfeminist expression of an artist’s *critical optimism* that takes pleasure in her oppositional performance.
Appendix A : Discography


Janelle Monáe. “Dirty Computer” Place of publication not identified: Bad Boy Records, 2018;


Appendix B: YouTube Videos


“Rap cover songs don’t exist (and here’s why),” YouTube video, 16:40, posted by “Adam Neely,” September 22, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D_mh1Rq35ZM.

“Talking with Janelle Monáe on sci-fi, androids and Slack (full interview),” YouTube video, 8:30, posted by CNET Highlights, Jan 15, 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WLHAA-1D2WU.
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